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INTRODUCTION

This booklet gives simple keys. descriptions, and notes on the occurrence

and forage value of the important plants on the national forest ranges of

eastern Oregon and easern Washington. Its purpose is to supplement the

Range plant Handbook,±b and it has been prepared in response to many requests

by field officers of the Forest Service. Only species that are important for-

age plants or that are unimportant as forage but are abundant on the range

are included. Numerous species of secondary importance end some that may
be of considerable local importance will be found on the range that are not

included.

In the preparation of the key easily visible plant characters were used

as much as possible in order to facilitate its use without the aid of a hand

lens or other special equipment. Plant descriptions are included in order

that the field man can check his identification in the field. Much of this

material is drawn from the Range Plant Handbook, from herbarium specimens,
and froit other sources. The brief notes on forage value of the various plant
species are from several sources including many recent studies made by the
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station.

The forage value of range plants varies with the stage of plant develop-

meat and season of use. For this reason only the average values under summer
range conditions are given since most national forest ranges in eastern Oregon

and eastern Washington are grazed during that season. Local variations are

to be expected. Furthermore the forage value on spring, fall, and winter
ranges may be considerably different from that on summer ranges.

NOMENCLATURE

Common ard scientific names used follow the second edition of Standardized
Plant Naaes,/ the authority for plant names foLlowed by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture. The Range Plant Handbook was published before the International
Code for botanical nomenclature was adopted by the Department of Agriculture;
therefore some of the names given here vary from those in the Range Plant Hand-
book. Where differences in common names or scientific names occur they are
explained in the text. Also, to facilitate its use, page references are given
for each species described in the Range Plant Handbook.

USE OF THE PLANT KEY

The key is a scheme for identifying unknown plants by comparing dstin-
guishing characteristics of species or groups of species. Two aiternate
choices of characteristics are always available with which to compare the

plant in hand. All plants included in the key lit into either one or the
other of the alternate choices unless they have been keyed out preciously.
As an example of how to use the key, a plant would be identifieo as meadow
barley in the following manner:

/ Illustrations by Dorothy Rude.
./ U. S. Forest Service. Range plant handbook. v.p. ashington. 1937.

/ American Joint Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature. Standardized

plant names. 2d edition. 675 pp. Harrisburg, Pa. 1942.



Beginning with the first alternate statements in the key, "a" and "em",
the plant is observed to have herbaceous sterna; therefore it falls under the
statement "aa" and the choice is then between "b" (leaves with parallel veins)
and "bb" (leaves without parallel veins). Since meadow barley has leaves with
parallel veins the next choice is between 'c" (plants grasslike or rushlike,
etc.) and "cc" (plants not grasslike or ruhlike, etc.) Meadow barley comes
under the "grasslike" classification; so tho next choice is between "d" (stems
jointed) and "dd" (stems not jointed). As meadow barley has jointed stems it
is determined to be a grass. The plant is then keyed through the key for the
grass family in a like manner until it is finally identified as meadow barley.
This identification can be checked by reference to the description of meadow
barley on page 22. Plants that do not seem to fit descriptions in either of
the alternate choices should be run through both and if a plant does not fit
in either it is probable that the species is not included in the key.

Illustrations used in the key are meant to be representative of the char-
acteristics of the plants included in the alternate choices. However, when
several species or genera fall within the split the illustrations may not
agree with the specimen in hand in all details. For example, where the corn-
posits family is split off in the key an illustration of the composite head
of an aster is shown because it illustrates the general characteristics of a
composite head. However, the composite family includes numerous genera and
species whose flower heads differ greatly as to detail, such as in the arrange-
ment of disk and ray flowers and involucre bracts.
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ad. Petals and sepals attached below the ovary. LILY FAMILY, p. .

'9,
bb. Leaves without parallel veins (veins branched and the leaves often

divided).

c. Flowers co1lecte into a head, the individual flowers on a thick-
ened receptacle surrounded by 1 or more rows of bracts (scales).

Flower heads appear as one flower. - - COMPOSITE FAJ'I, p. 1.3.

KEY TO IAPOTANT PLANTS ON NATIONAL FOREST RANGES
OF EASTERN OREGON AND EAOTERN WAOHINCTON

a. Plants aith woody stems. - SHRUBS, p. 16.

as. Plants with herbacecus stems

b. Leaves with parallel veins (vens not branched

C. Plants grasslike or runlike. Flocers greenish or brwr.ish and not

conspicuously coloreo.

d. Stems jointed. GRESS FAMILY, p. 3.

dd. Stems not jointed.

e. Stems triangular in cross section. - SEDGES, No. 32, p. 31.

-1

ee. Stems not triangular in cross section.

F. Leaf sheaths open. - RUSHES, No. 34. p. 32.

ff. Leaf sheaths closed. - - - - WOODRUSHES, No. 35, p. 32.

cc. Plants not grasslike or rushlike, or if so the flowers are conspic-

uous and colored.

d. Petals and sepals attached above the ovary; flowers large.
ROG! MOJNTAIN IRIS, No. 69, P. 42.



cc. Flowers not as described in "c".

d. Flowers irregular (all petals not alike).

e. Petals not united.

f Flowers resemble those of the common garden pea.

Leaves always compound. PEA FAMILY, p. 10.

I
h. Plants of moist sites; smooth and succulent;

leaves alternate; flowers bell-shaped.
LUEBELLS, No. 44, p. 35.

hh. Plants of dry sites; branching opposite; lower
half of petals forms narrow tube and upper half

flares out. PHLOXES, No. 85, P. 47.

gg. Petals not united.

1

ft. Flowers not as in "f" but petals in 2 pairs, the upper

set spur-like; upper sepals extended backwards into a

spur. LABESPUBS, No. 71, p. 43.

ee. Petals united at least at base.

f. Stems square in cross section; herbage fragrant when

crushed. MINT FAMILY, p. 13.

ff. Stems round in cross section; herbage not fragrant when

crushed. FIGWORT FAMILY, p. 13.

dd. Flowers regular (petals all essentially similar).

e. Flowers arranged in umbrella-shaped clusters (umbels);

flowers small.

f. Leaves simple. ERIOGONUMS, No. 53, p. 38.

ff. Leaves compound. CARROT FAMILY, p. 12.

Ce. Flowers not arranged in umbrella-shaped clusters (umbels);

flowers small or large.

f. Flowers without petals (sepals often colored and petal-
like). KNOTWEED OR BUCKWHEAT FAMILY, p. 10.

ft. Flowers with both petals and sepals.

g. Petals united into a tube.

.



h. Petals 4.

Stamens 6 (4 long and 2 short); juice of
stem with acid taste.
- -- - - - MUSTARD FAMILY, No. 78, p. 45.

Stamens 8 (4 long and 4 short); juice of
stem without acid taste.

FIBEWEED, No. 57, p. 39.

hh. Petals 5 to 10.

1. Petals 5 to 10, dull brownish-red, thick and
somewhat leathery.

BROWNS PEONY, No. 84, p. 47.

ii. Petals 5 but not as in "i'.

j. Stamens united forming a tube around the
pistil.

k, Stem leaves opposite; stamens 10.
- - STICKY GERANIUM, No. 60, p. 40.

kk. Stem leaves alternate. Stamens more

than 10.
OREGON CHECKEBMALLOW, No. 60, p. 40.

jj. Stamens not united, numerous.
ROSE FAMILY, p. 11.

GRASS FAMILY

AU plants belonging to the grass family have inconspicuous, chef fy, green-
ish or brownish flowers arranged in either spikes or open or contracted (spike-
like) panicles. The leaves are 2-ranked and have parallel veins. Stems are

jointed and usually hollow but occasionally are pithy. Grasses are our most

important group of range plants.

a. Inflorescence a spike (spikelets attached directly to the axis of the in-

florescence). Auricles usually found at junction of leaf blade and sheath.

b. Flower heads break up when spikelets are pulled off.

c. Awns about 1/2 Inch long, straight. - MEADOW BARLEY, No. 1, p. 22.

oc. Awns about 1 to 3 inches long, bending outward when dry.
BOTTLEBRUSH SQUIRRETAIL, No. 23, p. 28.

-,-



bb. Flower heads do not break up when spikelets are pulled off.

C. Spikelets occur singly at each joint of tthe central stalk.

d Spikelets awned.

e. Awus turn outward at maturity.
wHATGBASS, . 28, p. 30.

cc Spikeleta more then 1 together at each joint of the central stalk.

d. Spikelets awned; li&ules short. -- BLUE WILORTE, No. 30, p. 30.

ee. Awn straight at aturity.
No. 27, p. 30.

dd. SpikaletS not awned, sometimes8 .PPej88
No. 29, p. 30.

dd. Spikelete aenlese; ligules long; plants very large.
GLAJT WILDR!E, No. 31, p. 31.

aa. Iziflorescence either open or contracted (spike-like) panicles.

b. One floret (or seed) in each spikelet.

c. Flower head a tight spike-like panicle, cylindrical, egg-shaped or
oblong.

d. Flower head cylindrical, more than 2 times as long as wide; base
of stem often bulb-like; upper leaf sheath not inflated.

TIMOTHY, No. 24, p. 29.

dd. Flower head oblong or egg-5baped, not more than 2 times as long
as wide; base of stem not bulb-like; upper leaf sheath inflated.

ALPINE TIMOTHY, No. 25, p. 29.
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r hea in op a. or .f cntacted a loose panicle.

d. wc o 1l nche ong, conspicuous, twisted and bent when
cry. UILPINE NFFDLFGRASS, No. 18, p. 27.

dd. Awns absent or vor, short end inconspicuous.

e. Lead coilar a rice of hairs, lessee with tuft of hars a
least 13 ts length. - PINEGhaSS, No. 20, p. 28.

ee. Leaf collar noo hairy; lemma hairless or with very short
hairs. -

f. Rootstalks presen; plants usually of wet meadows;
flower heads pyramidal in shape. REOTOP, No. p1, p. aS.

fI. Rootstalks absent; bonchgrasses; plants of dry sites
or meadows; flower heads very conspicuous, loose and
feathery WINTOR BFNTGRASS, No. 22. p. 28.

Eb. Two or more florets (or seeds) in each spikelet.

c. Glumes as long as or longer than the lowest lemma.

d. Splkelets large () inch or longer); 3 or more florets (or
seeds) per spikelet (usually 10 or less); ligale a ring of
hairs.

e. Slower head of 1 "nikelet )sometiees 2); plants a an no
hairr, -------------ONPSPIKE DANTHONIA, N. 4,

ee. Flower heaa ol 3 o 10 iiielet:

f. lower heads open an wde--s e tog.
- - LF0RE 5ANTH0N2, N

ff. glower heads narrow. TIMBER DANTHONTA, N. b, p.

dd. Spikele ams., . class ahmm a inch); S florets (or seeds)
spikelet 'i...... of numerous epikelets; ligules ia
ant merbr.

S rnr heqa forw ierse, oontrarne alcl.



f. Spikelets awned. - - - - SPIKE TRISETUM, No. 26, p. 29.
4

ff. Spikelets awnless. - - PRAIRIE JIJNEGRASS, No. 17, p. 27.

ee. Flower heads form loose panicles.

1. Plants annual. - - - - ANNUAL HAIRGRASS, No. 14, p. 26.

ff. Plants per.nnial.

g. Panicles open and wide-spreading; panicles not more
than 1/4 the length of the flower stelk.

TUFTED HAIRGRASS, No. 15, p. 26.

gg. Panicles narrow but loose, sometimes drooping; more
than 1/4 the length of the flower stalk.

SLENDER HAIRCRASS, No. 16, p. 26.

cc. Glumes shorter than the lemmas.

d. Leaf tip boat-shaped; median lines (2 fine lines, 1 on each side
of the midrib) present on leaf blade.

nt; bunchgrasses.e. Ftootstalks abse
SANDBERG BLUEGRASS, No. 3, p. 2.

ee. Rootstalks present; sodgrasses.

f. Lemma cobwbby at base; lower leaf sheath smooth and
hairless. KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS, No. 2, p. 22.

ff. Lemma not eobwebby at base; lower leaf sheath short-
hairy. WHEELER BLUEGRASS, No. 4, p. 23.

dd. Leaf tips not boat-shaped; median lines absent.

a. Steii from underground bulb-like bases; mature spikelets
with papery texture. ONIONGRASS, No. 19, p. 27.
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ee, Stems not from bulb-1ie base.

C. Leaf sheaths closed; blades flat, spiketete relatively
large ad heavy.

g. Plants annual. - --- - CHEATGRASS BROME, No. 5, p. 23.

gg. Plants perennial. - - MOUNTAIN BRO, No. 6, p. 23.

Cf. Leaf sheaths open (edges often overlapped giving sheath
a closed appearance); blades of basal leaves inrolled,
often thread-like; spikelets not large and heavy.

g. Spikelets awnless; plants of subalpine regions.
- GREEN FESCUE, No, 10, p. 25.

gg. Spikeleta awned from the tips of the lemmas.

h. Leaves with a bluish cast.- ------- IDABO FESCUE, No. il,p. 25.

hh. Leaves dark green.

5. Plants of meadows. Awos about half as long
as the body of the lemmas. Plants loosely
tufted or tending to funim a sod.

RED FESCUE, No. 12, p. 25.

ii. Plants of open or dense woods, Awas as long
as or longer than body of lemmas.

WESTERN FESCUE, No, 13, p. 26.

LILY FAMILY

Plants of the lily family are herbs with conspicuous white or colored flow-
erm and parallel leaf veins. Each flower consists of 3 sepals and 3 petals
which often are similar as to shape, color, arid texture, 6 stamens, and I pistil.
They are usually most abundant in the spring flora.

a. Flowers in umbels.

b. Crushed foliage and bulbs have distinct onion odor,
-- -- ONIONS, No. 80, p. 46.

bb. Crushed foliage and bulbs have no distinct odor.
BRODIEAS, No. 45, p. 35.

aa. Flowers not in wnbels but rather in racemes, panicles, or solitary.

b. Flowers few (usually 1), yellow. - LAI4BSTONGUE FAWNLILY, No. 56, p. 38.

bb. Flowers numerous in racemes or panicles.



dd. Flowers dark blue.

tall); leaves ovoid or elliptic, flowers
in large terminal panicles.
CALIFORNIA FALSEHELLEBORE, No. 55, p. 38.

tall, flowers in racemes (occasionally in

DEATHCANAS, No. 52, p. 37.

COMMON CAMAS, No. 46, p. 36.

KNONEED OR BUCKWBEAT FAMILY

Herbs in the knotweed or buckwheat family have no petals, the sepals being
white or colored and taking their place. Branching may be alternate, opposite,
or whorled. Leaves are simple, often with stipules forming a inembrajious sheath
about the stem. Flowers are small. Stems are conspicuously jointed and often
swollen at the joint.

a. Leaves with stipules forming a sheath over the stem. Stem joints often
swollen.

h. Flower head a dense white or rose-colored spike-like cluster at the end
of a slender stem. Plants of meadows. AMERICAN BISTORT, No. 43, p. 35.

bb. Flowers not as described in "b'; either in loose panicles, solitary, or
in the angle formed by the leaf and stem.

c. Plants 2 to 7 feet tall; perennial; of high elevations.
POKEWEED FLEECEFLOWER, No. 59, p. 39.

cc. Plants seldom over l feet tall; annual.
DOUGLAS KNOTWEED, No. 70, p. 43.

aa. Leaves without stipules forming a sheath over the stem. Often with a woody
base. ERIOGONUMS, No. 53, p. 38.

PEA FAMILY

Plants of the pea or legume family are characterized by their flowers,
which resemble those of the common garden pea, and by their pods. The typical
flower is very irregular, containing a large, conspicuous upper petal called
the "banner", 2 side petals called "wings', and 2 lower "keel" petals. The
2 lower petals are sometimes united and enclose the 10 stamens (9 united and
1 separate) and the 1 pistil. The leaves are always compound. Most legumes
are comparatively rich in proteins and are considered to be soil builders
because they have root nodules that support bacteria capable of converting
free nitrogen from the air into a form that can be utilized by plants.

a. Leaves pinnately compound.

b. Tendrils present on leaf.

-10-

AMERICAN VETCH, No. 91, p. 49.

c. Plants large (3 to 6 feet
greenish or cream-colored,

cc. Plants seldom over 2 feet
panicles), leaves narrow.

d. Flowers cream-colored.



as. Leaves palisssteiy cnpoua4

b, Flowers n heaas,---.-------- CLOVERS, No. 49, p. 37.

b. Flowers in racemes (somaties apke-ltke).

c Leaflets 3 to each leaf. - - - M0U1WN THERJ40FS13, No. 90, p. 49.

cc. I rit orw tma 3. LUPES, No. 74, p. 4-4.

Pleats belonging 5o thn rose .. other bs's or hrsbs with siter-
nate leaves end regular fl:e' .t ci 5 eepnls, petels,
many stamens, fl)fle of 1n, no- . -'.o t- ' art her or ear; pi+
which may be e ±her ur' -.. "nd 5,phL5

a 'lisk or rs which of.er -e o' '" 'wor a cp
sur"'arance, T5 rose ±-r'............"'--. ,;o s' .be- ste-c: nd
on our ranges.

a. Leaves picascell compound

b. 3esa1 leaves with a very axe saewhat round, hear shaped, toothed
terminal leaflet, BCELE AV1S, No, 41, p. 34.

bb, All leaf1et ovete mite totJ -'d
- CINQU'0IL, No, 48, p 36.
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ma. Leaves paimately veimed a

b. Leaves simple. TRN THIMBLEBERRY, No, 101, p. 52.

bb. Leawes Cowpou.

C. Leaflets 3, .
. ----------, STRAWBERRIES, No. 87, p. 48.

bb. Tendcls abaent, - LObS, ko. 75, p. eh.

cc. L.sfleta 5 t,o 9. CIQUEFOIL.S, No. 47, p. 36.



CARROT FAMILY

Plants belonging to the carrot family have rather small and inconspióuous
flowers arranged in large, conspicuous, flat-topped clusters (umbels). Also
the stems are always succulent and hollow and give off either a fragrant or a
rank odor when crushed. The leaves are alternate and compound, often finely
dissected. The fruit is dry and may be a variety of shapes but always consists
of two 1-seeded parts attached face to face, the backs of which are provided
with 5 or more ribs and sometimes with wings. The carrot family furnishes
many very palatable range plants as well as some which are very poisonous.

a. Leaves divided into 3 leaflets; leaflets large, up to 12 inches wide, heart-
shaped at base. COMMON COWPARSNIP, No. 50, p. 37.

aa. Leaves not as described in "a".

b. Leaves finely dissected, often lacy in appearance.

c. Flowers white, pinkish; ribs of fruit not ribbed and fruit not dor-
sally flattened. LIGUSTICW4S, No. 73, p. 44.

cc. Flowers yellow, purple or aometimes yellowish-white. Fruit very
flat, the lateral ribs winged.

d. plants usually low; wings on fruitthin.
BISCUITRO(YS AND LOMATIUMS, No. 42, p. 34.

dd. Plants usually tall and stout, wings on fruit thick and corky.
CARROTLPJ' LEFOTNI4, No. 72, P 43.

bb. Leaves complex-compound but individual leaflets not finely dissected.

C. Leaflets without sawtooth margins. Plants usually less than 2 feet
tall. Leaves mostly hasal. Flowers n.cumly yellow but occasionallY
white or purple - - - - BISCINODTS 1 UDNTIUMS No 42 p 34

cc. Leaflets with sawtooth margins; plants taller; flowers umsafly white
but occasionally greenish-white or yellow.

d. Secondary leaf veins appear to terminate in the notches between
the teeth of the leaf margins. Fruit globe-shaped, about 1/8
inch long. WIZTERN WATN1MN4LOGK, No. 92, p. 49.

dd. Secondary leaf veins appear to terminate in the tips of the
teeth of the leaf margins.

a. Fruit narrow-club-shaped (many times longer then wide);
ribs of fruit not winged. - - - - SWEETANISE, No. 88, p. 48.



ee. Fruit oblong, flattened with 2 side wings,
- No. 37, p. 33.

MINT Fib 'ILY

Plants in the mint family here the petals united and often arregular.

Branching 15 opposite; the stems are square in cross section and the entire

plant has a mint-like odor when crushed.

a. Flowers arranged in spike-like paniclee.
- - - --- - NETTLELEAF GIANTHfSSOP, No. 61, p. 40.

aa. Flowers arranged in head-like clusters (not spike-like).
- - - - --PACIFIC MONARDELLA, No, 76, p. 44.

FIGWORT FAMILY

The petals of plants in the figwort family are united and irregular, being

divided into 2 lips. There are either 2, i,, or 5 stamens, The stews are round

with either opposite or alternate branching. Although many species belonging

to the figwort family are common on our ranges, none is of very great forage

value.

a. Branching cpposlte.

b. Plants of dry situations; stamens 5, 4 with anthers end one without

anthers. -- - - - PENSTEMONS, No. 53, p. 46.

bb. Plants of moist situations; stamens 4., all with anthers.
- -- - - - -- - - MONKEYFLONERS, No. 77. p.45.

aa. Branching alternate.

b. Petals 2-lipped, the upper bent, forming a long beak resembling an

elepnt's trunk. Leaves usua]ly finely, pinnately divided (in one

species simple with toothed margins). - - - PEDICUL'.PlSES, No. 82, p. 46.

bb. Petals not as in "b' in all respects. Leaves uc-ua------ simple, narrow or

cleft into narrow lobes, - -- PAINTBRUSHES AND PAINT5 TIPS, No. 81, p. 46.

COMPOSITE P.R SUNFLOWER FAMILY

Plants belonging to the composite or sunflower faisily have theis- flowers

borne in composite heads consisting of many smell flowers closely grouped on

the thickened end of the stan (receptacle) - The receptacle is usually done-

shaped, conical, or cylindrical, an surrounded by one or more rows of leafy

scales or bracte (bracts when takco together era called en envoluort) - While

in reality a composite head is -.luster of many flowers t resembles a single

flower. Flowers are of two ty- -- (1) Disk flcwers - ad (2) ray flowers. Disk

flowers have petals of equal 1.--:. h united into 5 ti - a end occur as the center

part of the composite head - Rs-- flowers, on the 0. -- -a----d, are modified so as

to resemble a single petal of -
- ordinary flower - .-ay font the cuter ring of

what appear as petals on ms: cost csite heads Sc---- pecies have flower heads

composed entirely of ray U ----is whereas othert have flower heads connoted

entirely of disk flowers .::'s - ten ray f:Los-ers sod disk flotiere occur to-

gether, the former aaktnd. -: the outer margins of the head sad t;ne latter the

center. This plant family s the largest and nost inportant group of weeds

occurring on our ranges,

-12-



a. Plants with milky juice. All ray flowers; disk flowers absent.

b. Flower heads occur singly; leaves all basal.

c. Leaves ragged-toothed or lobed. Outer layer of involucre bracts

turned backwards. COMMON DMDELION, No. 51, P. 37

cc. Leaves linear to lance-shaped; margins smooth or if toothed or lobed

the teeth do not point towards base of plant.
AGOSERISES, No. 36, p. 33.

bb. Flower heads occur more than one together. Stem leaves present.

c. Leaf margins smooth, wavy or only finely toothed.
RA\KbEEDS, No. 67, p. 42.

cc. Leaf margins heavily toothed. - TAPERTIP 1{AWKSBEARD, No. 68, p. 42.

aa. Plants not milky. Both ray and disk flowers present or ray flowers absent.

b. Ray flowers absent (only disk flowers).

c. Flower heads white, straw-colored, or sometimes rose-colored. (This

color is the result of the numerous conspicuous bracts surrounding

the flower head. The disk flowers themselves are yellow but are

very inconspicuous.)

d. Leaves mostly basal. PUSSYTOES, No. 86, P. 47.

ad. Leaves mostly on stem. - COMMON PE.ARLEVERLASTING, No. 86, p. 47.

cc. Flower heads yellow or brown.

d. Flowers yellow. Rerbage with pungent odor when crushed.
CLUSTER TARWEED, No. 89, p. 48.

dd. Flowers brown. Plants tall. - - - - NIGGEB}LEAD, No. 79, p. 45.

bb. Ray flowers and disk flowers both present.

c. Leaves finely divided. Flower heads numerous, forming white flat-

topped clusters. Herbage has spicy odor when crushed.
WESTERN YARROW, No. 95, p. 50.

-14-



er Plants not as ahovi in (

a. Branching oppr. lie. BRiiOi0, No. 42. p. 33.

dd. Branching ±ernate

e - rower hoad, a She, 2 nchns in iamcter, leaves large.

f. Basal leav cva1 bl ong ease surped

g. Leaves covur: V .n whie. woolly hairs,
- - IHITENEIL V,'YETHIA, No. 04 p. 50.

,400LLI \OYETHI4, No. 94. p. 50.

gg. Leaves ,-athe ,
ssy.

- ULL0elth OP TA No 93 50,

if, Basal leaves triangular heart shaped or arrowhead

shaped lP02lAf ALSOOT, No, l, p. 34.

ee. Flower beans less I s nche so dLameter.

f. Plants gummy ur ci cOPh Virng odor.

Ray flowers io're than , plants hairless, gummy.
LOW GW'IiTEED, No. 64, p. .52.

gg. Ray flowers 5 os less; psants hairy, oily.

- CLUSLER TARWEED, No. 89, p.

ff. Plants not gummy or oily, wIthout strong odor

g. lnvolucrs bracts (scales) in 3 or more series,

usually overlapping.

g.

15-

c-a .8w

h. Flower heads with blue, purple or write ray

flowers end jellrw or purp' -h d sk flowers.

,ISTE'S, No, 39, p. 34.

oh. Flower heads with yellVw ra, flowers and

yellow dssk flowex
- - - 05Ff GOLDENROD, No ic, p. 4c

gg. Involucre bra"ts (scales) in 1 or 2 rows.

h. Ray floanrs white alu

48.

OV 1ink.
EABANES, Nc. 58. p 39.



a. Branching opposite.

b. Leaves compound.

bb. Leaves simple.

C. Leaf veins palmately arranged.

hh. Say flowers yellow.

Flower heads solitary.

j. Ray flowers 15 or fewer.
- - - WOOLLY ERIOPHYLLUM, No. 54, p. 38.

jj. Ray flowers 40 to 50.
FLEABAflES, No. 58, p. 39.

Flower heads in cliisters.

Basal leaves relatively abundant.
Stem leaves smaller than basal leaves.

- - - COLUMBIA GRO!JNDSEL, No. 65, P. 41.
LPJ4BSTONGUE GROUBDSEL, No. 65, p. 41.

jj. Basal leaves sparse, stem leaves
abundant.

k. Leaves arrowhead_shaped.
- MtROWLEAF GROUNDSEL, No. 63, p. 41.

kk. Leaves lance-shaped to oval, tapering
at base.

BUTTEr&JRED GROUEDSEL, No. 64, p. 41.

SHRUBS

J.

cc. Leaf veins pinnately arranged.
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d. Plants small (6 to 12 inches tall), trailing; leaves small and
somewhat leathery, flowers borne in pairs.

AMERICAP TWINFLOWER, No. 126, p. 60.

dd. Plants not as in 'd" in all respects.

ELDERS, No. 107, p. 54.

MAPLES, No. 114, p. 57.



e. Leaves green above and silvery and brown-spot bed beneath.
- BUSSED BUFFALOBEPPY, So. 103 p. is.

ee. Leaves not as in

C. Leaves usually mor than 2 inches lorg, very prominently
veined.

g. Leave drk grveo above, pale beneath, haIry; flow-
es n pairs en I sed Jr. a redoish bract.

BDAREFRFI hGNEY500ELV, No, .sI, p. 56.

gg. Leaves light green, flowers in many-flowered clusters,
- - - - - DOGWOODS, No. 106. p. 54.

Cf. Leaves usually less then 2 inches long, not prominently
veined,

g. Leaves deciduous, usually Light graen, thIn; bs"ries
white. COMMON SNOMYE1RRy, No. i21,, p. 5).

gg. Leaves evergreen, dark green, leathery, finely
toothed, with rolled margins. Fruit a capsule.
- - MYRTLE PACHISTIMA, No. 117, p. 57.

ma. Branching alternate.
/

b, Leaves compound.

c. Leaflets leathery and coarsely toothed, holly-like, evergreen; stems
without thorns. --------- - CREEPTIG MAI-IONIA, No. 110, p. 56

cc. Leaflets not leathery; finely tootheO, mostly not evergreen; stems
often with thorns.
d. Stipules united with leaf stems, prominent; leaflets usually

5 or in re: fru't gi be shaped with seeds insioe en ouver rind.
- - ROSES, No. lal, p. 58.



dd. Stipules not united with leaf stem; leaflets usually 3 to 5.
Fruit fleshy without outer rind. - BLACKBERRIES, No. 100, p. 52.

bb. Leaves simple.

c. Leaves palmately veined.

d. Leaves with 3 main ribs from base but blade not deeply cut or
lobed. CEANOTHUSEB, No. 104, p. 53.

ad. Leaves not 3-ribbed from base or if so they are lobed; blades
deeply cut or if not are either round or kidney-shaped.

e. Bark on old growth peeling off or shedding.

f. Flowers rather large (1 to 2 inches wide); occur singly
or in few-flowered clusters. Plants low and often

single-stalked. Twigs hairy.
WESTERN THIMBLEBERRT, No. 101, p. 52.

ff. Flowers numerous, 1/8 inch wide or less; in umbrella-

shaped clusters. plant a much-branched shrub.
NINEBARK, No. 118, p. 58.

ee. Bark not peeling off or shedding. Stems and fruit sometimes
with thorns. - - - GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS, No. 109, p. 55.

cc. Leaves pinnately veined.

d. Leaves with 3 main ribs from base. - CEANOTHUSES, No. 104, p. 53.

dd. Leaves with 1 main rib from base.

e. Leaf tips 3-lobed.

f. Herbage with sage smell, grayish-green.
BIG SAGEBRUSH, No. 123, p. 59.

ff. Herbage without sage smell, with bitter taste; dark green.
ANTELOPE BITTERBRUSR, No. 99, p. 51.

ee. Leaf tips not 3-lobed.

f. Leaf margins smooth or wavy (not toothed).

g. Leaves linear (very narrow).
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h. Leaves mostly less than 1/2 inch long, f1cse
bell-shapeC, pink or ret; low plants common to
high elevaTionS.

RED MOUNTAINHEATH, No. 115, p. 57.

hh. Leaves mostly 1 to 2 inches long; flowerS fl
composite heats, yellow

RABBITBRUSHER, No, 119, p. 58.

gg. Leaves not linear.

h. Plants with smooth, dark red bark.

1. Plants 3 to 8 feet tall; leaves egg-shaped
or broadly elliptic, U to 2 inches long,
bright green on both sideS.

- - - - GREENLEAF MANZANITA, No liE, p. 56.

7

Plants 4 to 6 inches tall, creeping.
Leaves dark green, less than 1 inch long.
- -- - - SEARBEORY, No. 113, p. 56.

hh. Plants without red bark.

i Fruit and flowers arranged in catkins.
- - - - WILLOWS, No. 127, p. 60.

ii, Fruit and flowers not in catkins.

Plants of dense woods or old burns,
usually at moderate to high elevations.

k. Twigs round in cross section.
Leaves clustered near end of twig,
much lighter green beneath than
above. Fruit an egg-shaped, 5-
celled seed pod about 1/4 inch
long. Flowers white and fragrant.
- - CASCADES AZALEA, Nc, 98, p. 51.

kk. Twigs angular in cross section.
Leaves not clustered near end of
twig, only slightly paler beneath
than above. Fruit a black, blue,
or red berry.
- BLIIEDEBRIE'S AND WHORTLEBEREINS,

No, 102, p. 52.

Plants of open dry exposures usow'ly at
low to niediuw elevations. Leaves in

clusters, edges inrolled, usually about
1 inch long, leathery, hairy. Seeds with
a long feathery tail.
CORLLEAF MOUNTAINIkARREANY, No. 116, p. 57.
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ff. Leaf margins finely or coarsely toothed.

g. Leaf stems (petioles) strongly flattened.
- - -- QUAKING ASPEN, No. 97, P. 51.

gg. Leaf stems (petiole) not strongly flattened or if
so they are very short.

h. Leaf margins toothed on sides and tips only.

Plants less than 3 feet tall (usumily less
than 2 feet). Flowers white, in dense,
flat-topped corymbs.

SHINYLEAF SPIREA, No. 125, p. 60.

Plants usually more than 3 feet tall.

j. Flowers large, few in racemes. Leaves
not doubly toothed; where toothed ser-
rate. Twigs often reddish.

SASKATOON SERVICEBERRY, No. 122, p. 59.

jj. Flowers small in large, showy terminal
clusters; leaves where toothed doubly
serrate.
- CREARBUSH ROCKSPIREA, No. 120, p. 58.

hh. Leaf margins toothed nearly to base of leaf
blade.

Leaf margins doubly serrate.

Pith of stem triangular in cross section;
fruit a woody, cone-like catkin.

ALDERS, No. 96, p. 51.

Pith of stem not triangular in cross
section. Leaf velvety on lower surface.
Fruit a nut.
- - CALIFOR!IIA FILBERT, No. 108, p. 55.

Leaf margins not doubly serrate (usually
finely toothed).
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j. Twigs angular in cross section; fruit a
black, blue or red berry.
- - BLUEBERRIES AND WHORTLEBERRIES,

No. 102, p. 52.

jj. Twigs not angular in cross section.
Flowers pink or white in raeemes or
cornbs. Fruit fleshy, bitter, end
i-seeded. - - CHERRIES, No, 105, p. 54.
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pESCRIPTION, DISTRIBUTION, AND FORAGE VALUE OF
IMPORTANT SPECIES AN!) GENERA

GRASSES

MEADOW BARLEY (Hordews nodosum), G75

Meadow barley or "foxtail' is a perennial bunchgrass with smooth, leafy,
erect (or spreading at base) flower stalks varying to 3 feet in height and
terminating in a prominently awned spike about 3/8 inch in diameter and from
3/4 inch to 3 inches long. Spikelets occur in 3s at each joint of the zigzag
axis, the 3 spikelets staying together as a unit when spikes are pulled apart.
Each spikelet is 1-flowered (or 1-seeded), the floret of the center spikelet
being fertile and developing into a long-awned seed and those of the outer 2
spikelets sterile and developing into little more than awnless scales. Glumes
are modified into 1/2-inch awns. Awns are straight, not bending outward at
maturity. Flower heads break up when spikelets are pulled off. Leaves are
harsh and flat, about 1/4 inch wide.

Meadow barley is found in meadows of national forests in eastern Oregon
and Washington. It usually occurs either as solitary plants or in small dense
stands on meadows at medium elevations. It is of moderate forage value to both
cattle and sheep, being more palatable before the flower heads are produced
than afterwards.

KENTUCKY BLUESRASS (Poa pratensis), Gl03

Kentucky bluegrass, commonly known as "bluegrass", is a dark green sod-
grass that spreads by rootstalks. Flower stalks vary in height from 1 to 4
feet. Flower heads are open panicles, somewhat pyramidal in shape. The lower
panicle branches commonly occur in a whorl of 3 to 5 around the main axis.
Spikelets are numerous, awnless, from 1/8 to 1/4 inch long. Lemmas are longer
than the gluines with a cobwebby tuft of hairs at the base. Leaves are dark
green with boat-shaped tips, flat or folded blades, prominent median lines
(2 fine lines caused by thin tissue, one on each side of the midrib), and open
and often slightly flattened sheaths. The whole plant is very smooth and dark
green.

Kentucky bluegrass is common throughout eastern Oregon and Washington on
meadows and moderately moist slopes where it often makes up a considerable
part of the vegetation. it is an important range plant, being a choice forage
for both cattle and sheep. Since it spreads by rootstalks it withstands rather
heavy grazing, often taking over heavily grazed meadows. Kentucky bluegrass
is recommended for reseeding overgrazed meadows or other sites where moisture
conditions are favorable and where considerable of the topsoil remains intact.

$ANDRERG BLUFORASS (Poe secunda), Gl06

Sandberg bluegrass, also commonly called "little bluegrass", "little
bunchgrass". and "junegrass" locally, is a perennial and strictly a bunchgrass
growing variously from small tufts of one or two stalks to large, tall bunches
neawly a foot in diameter. While flower stalks often are not more than 1 foot
tall, on better sites they may be as much as 2 feet tall or taller. The flow-
er head forms a loose but narrow and somewhat nodding panicle 3/4 inch to 4
inches in length. The purplish spikelets are about 1/4 inch long. The 2 to 4
a*vnless lerwnas in each spikelet are longer than the glumes. Leaf blades are
mostly basal, very short, soft, flat, folded or inrolled, having median lines,
prominent pointed ligules, and boat-shaped tips.

Sandberg bluegrass is one of the most common grasses in eastern Oregon
and Washington. being most commonly associated with bluebunch wheatgrass and



Idaho fescue. It is found on all national forests, growing abundantly in
grasslands below and in the timbered zone and more limitedly in timber ranges
and at high elevations. Sandberg bluegrass is a good forage plant on spring

ranges where it often furnishes the main forage for sheep. However, on summer

ranges it usually dries up early in the grazing season, becoming rather less
palatable to both sheep and cattle than many of the associated grasses. Since

it is very drought-resistant. being a drought avoider by maturing its seed
early, it is not as readily killed out by grazing as are many of the better
species commonly associated with it. As a result it occurs in nearly pure

stands on many ranges.

4 WHEELER BLUEGRASS (Poa nervosa)

Wheeler bluegrass is a perennial 1 to 3 feet tall which spreads by root-
stalks. Flower heads are open, nodding panicles about 5 inches long, with the

lower panicle branches in a whorl of 2 or 3. Lemmas are awnless and longer

than the glumes. They do not have a tuft of cobwebby hairs at the base. Leaf

blades are rather rigid, flat or slightly rolled, with boat-shaped tips and

median lines. This species differs from Eentucky bluegrass in that the lemmas

are not cobwebby and the lower panicle branches usually occur in whorls of 2

and 3 rather than in whorls of 5.

Wheeler bluegrass occurs most commonl in ponderosa pine ranges associated

with pinegrasa and elk sedge where it is common around the bases of trees.
Plants are scattered and have sparse foliage. Recent studies by the Pacific
Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station have shown the species to be very

low in palatability, both to cattle and to sheep.

CHEATGRASS BROME (Bromus tectorum)

Downy chess (Bromus tectorum) in the Range Plant Handbook, G38.

Cheatgrass brome. known locally as cheat", "cheatgrass", and"junegrass",

has been introduced from Europe. Being an annual the seeds germinate, the plant
grows, matures its seeds and dies within a period of 12 months. Plants may at-

tain heights of 2 feet but usually are shorter. While on good soil plants may

be large. on poor sites they consist of a few (often 1) smooth, slender erect
stalks terminating in an open, drooping, somewhat one-sided panicle 2 to 6
inches long. The spikelets are 5- to 8-flowered (or -seeded), hairy, and vary
from little less than 1/2 inch to slightly over 3/4 inch in length. Awns are

about 1/2 inch long. The leaves are sparse and hairy with closed sheaths and
flat blades.

Cheatgrass brome is sometimes found on meadows and in open timber but more
often occurs in grassland and sagebrush types. It 5 most abundant on aban-

doned farms, where it commonly forms pure stands. On forest ranges it is lim-

ited to low and medium elevations where it serves as an indicator of soil dis-
turbance or unsatisfactory range conditions. Cheatgrass brome has considerable

forage value on spring ranges where it furnishes much palatable forage for 6
weeks to 2 months. However, on summer ranges it dries early, becoming unpala-
table to all classes of livestock, furnishing little forage except on the most
depleted and overgrazed ranges. On fall ranges some forage is furnished by new

growth as well as by the grain after the emma soften.

MOUNTAIN BROME (Bromus carinatus), G33

Mountain brome, often called "California brome", is a moderately coarse-
stemmed perennial bunchgrass growing from 1 to 4 feet in height. The seed

head is ordinarily from 4 to 8 inches long with the heavy spikelets borne on
erect or spreading branches. The 7- to 9-flowered spikelets are 1 to l inches

long. Lemmas are longer than the glumes, soft-hairy on the back, ridged at the
tip with an awn 3/16 inch long from between 2 small teeth. Leaf sheaths, which



are closed and form tubes around the stem, often are soft-hairy but not neces-
sarily so. Leaf blades are flat, rough, and vary as to hairiness.

Mountain brome is widely distributed in grasslands, meadows, and timber
ranges from low elevations to subalpine conditions. It prefers rich, deep,
moderately moist soils but also grows on rather poor, depleted soils and fair-
ly dry sites. It is considered to be indicative of soil and plant cover dis-
turbance. It avoids dense shade, making its best growth on meadows that have
been overgrazed and are being allowed to revegetate. It forms dense, some-
times pure stands on old sheep bed grounds and corrals and around trees where
cattle have shaded up, particularly when they occur on meadows. While in other
regions mountain brome is considered a very good forage plant, studies in Oregon
have shown it to be only of moderate palatability to cattle and sheep.

7. CALIFORNIA DANTHONIA (Danthonia californica)

California oatgrass (Danthonia californica) in the Range Plant Handbook, G46.

California danthonia is a perennial grass usually growing in small tufts.
Flower stalks vary up to 3 feet in height. Flower heads are open, each consist-
ing of from 3 to 10 spikelets. Spikelets are somewhat flattened, from 1/2 to
3/4 inch long, with from 5 to 10 florets (or seeds). The lemmas are shorter
than the glumes and are awned from between 2 teeth with a twisted and bent awn.
Leaf blades are narrow, flat or rolled, with pointed tips and harsh upper sur-
faces. Upper leaf blades characteristically extend outward at right angles
from the flower stalks. Leaf sheaths are hairless except near their junction
with the blade where silky hairs occur. The ligule consists of a ring of hairs.

California danthonia is found most commonly on meadows. Although its seed
heads are often conspicuous it seldom makes up a major part of the vegetation,
usually occurring as scattered plants in mixture with the other vegetation.
However, it is sometimes abundant on meadows which are in an early stage of de-
terioration California danthonia is a very good cattle forage and is a moder-
ate sheep forage.

. ONESPIKE DANTHONIA (Danthonia unispicata)

Onespike oatgrass (Danthonia unispicata) in the Range Plant Handbook, 045.

Onespike danthonia is a low, hairy-appearing perennial bunchgrass. Flower
heads consist of 1 spikelet (occasionally 2 or 3) at the tip of the stem.
Spikelets are about 1/2 inch long, the lemmas being shorter than the glunes and
bearing a twisted awn from between 2 teeth. Leaf blades and sheaths are very
hairy, more so, perhaps, than in any other common grass, although occasional
plants are nearly hairless. The ligule consists of a ring of hairs.

Onespike danthonia is common to rocky soils in openings, being found most
commonly in the Blue Mountains on exposed ridges and in grassland types. It is
a good forage plant, being palatable to both cattle and sheep. It occurs most
commonly on depleted areas which have been subjected to sheet erosion.

9. TIMBER DANTHONIA (Danthonia intermedia)

Timber oatgrass (Danthonia intermedia) in the Range Plant Handbook, 047.

Timber danthonia is very similar to California danthonia. It is a peren-
nial grass growing mostly in tufts. Flower stalks vary in height up to 20
inches. Flower heads are narrow, contracted (spike_like) panicles (often one-
aided) up to 2 inches long, with 5 to 10 five-flowered (or 5_seeded) spikelets.
Lemmas are soft-hairy at base and along the edges, approximately 3/8 inch long,
and bear a flattened, twisted awn about as long as the lemma from between 2

teeth. Lemmas are shorter than the glumes. Leaf blades are mostly basal,
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short, narrow, erect or ascending and more or less soft-hairy. Leaf sheaths
are smooth. The ligule is a ring of hairs.

Timber danthonia is common on dr meadows, grasslands coo n open timber
stands at all elevations. usualay as scattered plat. It is ujte common in
openings at higher elavations particularly in tOe Psocade Mcuntins. it is re-
puted to be a good cattle forage ma at least s f'ir sheep for0ge.

GREEN FESCUE (Festuca viridula), 065

Green fescue, also locally called 'mountain bunchgraae' and 'bluegrass',
is a perennial bunchgrass, the bunches sometimes becoming quite lsrge. The
flower stalks are erect, tufted and from 1 to 3 feet tall or teller. Floser
heads are very abundant on vigorous pints but are sparse or absent on plants
of low vigor. The purplish spikelits are 3- to 6 fowered or -seeced, aen
less, and about l2 inch long. Leavee are light green. soft, erect, narrow,
smooth, loosely folded or slightly inrolled and about half ac long as te
flower stalks. The ligule at the junction of blade and sheath ic a ring of
short hairs and the margins of the sheath project above the center part of the
ligule.

Green fescue is found onll near ann above 5imberline in the saliowa and
Cascade 4ountains where it commonly is the most imporane eras in parks, nd
on open slopes and ridgetops. often forming dense st-nda, It Iv eIo found
under open timber stands near timberline. Recent studies have srom gr en
fescue to be one of our most palatable grasses for boh catle and sheep.
Green fescue ranges are considered to be satlefactorily u Iz-a wren 50 per-
cent of the fescue herbage is removed, a degree of util -t on whrh provides
for a residual stubble height of 3 modes. Soils on grien fercve rrnge are
usually quite loose and very subject to rapid and sever erosion once the pro-
tecting plant cover is damaged.

IDAHO FESCUE (Festuca idahoensis), ISP

Idaho fescue, sometimes called 'blue bunchgrass, is erEnn l bunch
grass 1 to 3 feet tall. The numerous rough, thread-Ak L v roar- cistinc-
tive bluish color by which the species racPly car disi oaisdet froe most
other range grasses. Flower heads are usually open anici I to inches long,
the branches being van rough to the touch. Spik vets are - to P-tivow r a (or
-seeded). Lemmas are about 115 inch 1ong with start awn.

Idaho fescue is common to open grassland rng a, to ir maaoes, ano to
open timber types in the ponderose pine zone. On the eachut' no remont
National Forests Idaho fescue and bitterbrush form ixt nsiv st nov ndr pon
derosa pine timber. It varies considerably in forge v-lue. In the idshington
and Oregon Cascades, in the Wallowa Mounts ins ano in the northern sun central
portions of the Blue Mountains it is a choice cattle forae an a fair sheep
forage. However, on the Deschutes and Fremont National Fun s-c nd on perts
of the Malheur National Forest It is reported to be rather ioi In pale tabilit1
to all classes of livestock.

RED FESCUE (Festuca rubra)

Red fescue is a loosely tufted perennial which tends to form a coo.
Flower stalks vary from 1 to 2 feet in height and an bent or decumbnt
the reddish or purplish base. Flower haaas form erect, narrow panicles.
Spikelets are 4 to 6 flowered (or -seeded), often purpiish tingeo with each
lemma terminating in an awn about half the length of the lemma. The dark
green leaves are soft, smooth, foldao or rollen.

Red fescue is common on meadows of eastern Oregon ann Washington, partic-
ularly around the edges and timber fringes. It is moderately palatable to
both cattle and sheep.
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WESTERN FESCUE (Festuca occidentalis)

Western fescue is a dark green, densely tufted bunchgrass. The flower

stalks are slender, erect, and from 1 to 2 feet tall from a dense tuft-of

short, basal leaves. Leaf blades are soft, smooth, and thread-like. The

flower heads are loose, sparse panicles with the panicle branches solitary or

in pairs. Spikelets are 3- to 5-flowered (or -seeded) with the lemma awned
from the tip by an awn as long as or longer than the body of the lemma.

Western fescue is very common on our ranges, being limited largely to mod-
erately moist situations in open or dense woods. It usually occurs as single

plants or groups of a few plants in shaded areas. Its forage value is low be-

cause plants are small and scattered and because it is low in palatability to
both cattle and sheep. In general appearance western fescue closely resembles
slender hairgrass with which it is often confused.

ANNUAL HAIRGRASS (Deschampsia danthonioides)

Annual hairgrass is a slender annual with very narrow, rolled and incon-

spicuous leaf blades. The flower head is an open, few-flowered panicle. The

glusnes are longer than the lemmas. Awns are attached below the middle of the

backs of the lemmas. -

Annual hairgrass is common on open ground, especially around drying pools
or similar areas where water collects and dries in the summer. On such areas

it forms dense stands. It is also common on depleted meadows. Annual hair-

grass is of no forage value, being unpalatable to all classes of livestock.

TUFTED }IAIRGRASS (Deschampsia caespitosa), G45

Tufted hairgrass is a perennial bunchgrass with densely tufted, relative-
ly short basal leaves and tall, slender, shiny, almost naked flower stalks.
On robust plants at medium elevations the tall flower stalks are prominent on
meadows since they glisten in the sunlight. Sometimes, however, partLcularly
at high elevations and on areas where the vegetation is in very low vigor, the
plants take on a dwarfed appearance, with flower stalks about a foot tall. The

flower heads form open, erect or sometimes drooping pyramidal panicles. The

purplish 2-flowered (or 2-seeded) spikelets are about 3/16 inch long. Glumes

are longer than the lemmas. The lemmas have an awn attached on the back below

the middle. Leaves, which occur mostly in basal tufts, are usually bright
green, flat, folded or sometimes inrolled, rough to the touch, with very prom-
inent ridges on the upper surface. The ligule is long and pointed. -

Tufted hairgrass is found most commonly in parks and meadows at medium to
high elevations. It forms nearly pure stands on meadows which are in good con-
dition but gives way to weeds. sedges and other grasses as the meadow vegeta-
tion retrogresses as the result of overgrazing or drainage. An invasion of

tufted hairgrass into a meadow is an indicator of range improvement. It is a

good forage for both cattle and sheep.

SLENDER HAIRGRASS (Deschampsia elongate)

Slender hairgrass is a perennial bunchgrass which often is mistaken for an
annual because of its weak root system which permits the plants to be easily

pulled up. It grows in small short, light green tufts of fine, thread-like

basal leaves. Flower heads form long, narrow, loose and often drooping pani-
des. Spikelets are 1/4 inch long or less with 2 florets (or seeds) to each
spikelet. Glumes are longer than the lemmas.

Slender hairgrass is quite widely distributed on national forest ranges

but seldom makes up very extensive stands. It is common along roadsides, on

bed grounds, in depleted meadows, and in other places where the soil has been
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disturbed, particularly if water collects to any extent. it is of little for
age value, largely because its shallow root system permits the animals to pull
up whole plants roots, dirt and all rather than get a decent mouthful of foliage.

PFAIRIE JUNEGRASS (Koeleria cristata)

Junegrass (Koelerla cristata) in the Rnnge Psant Handbook, G76.

PrairIe junegrass is a prennial bunchgrass. Tn sllwer stalks are num-
erous and erect. 1 to 2 feet tall ann hsrless excebi oar var fins hairs jOst
below the flower head. The floner head ic a narrow, ;ompact (spiwe-llke) pan
ide from 1 to 7 incnss long. Spllelets are about 1 inch lung, usually Con-
taming e blorets (or seeos) but sometImes slth inure. Lemmas ore a,vnLess or
have veru sh rt awns ano are u.uag, rhough not allays, snort r than the
glumes. Leaves are numerous and s,cotly in a basal tuft. On plantS prazeu
earls in the summer Lasal leaves may be spar,e. Leaf b;'oes aro narrow, IlOt
or with inrolled eugee and boat shapeo or blunt tps. °rairle unegrasz leaa-a
are soft textured, promlner,tly ridged on the upper surface, and may b -''her
hairy or hairless.

PraIrie junegrass is quite a common grass founu tnroughut natloo&l for
eat ranges in grassland, open tis,ber, one meaoa ty5e;. It usuali occurs aS
sdattereO plants rather than in pure st'nds. PraIrIe juna'ra.s j, a very g000
forage fur cattle when It occurs in open grassand t,es but apllr ntlj I
much less palatable when it occurs in open or d'nse wo'u.,. It I. ma 'rately
palatable to sheep.

SUBALPINE NEEDLEGRASS (Stipa coluznbiana), Gll

Subalpine neenlegrass, varlouslj calico "needle'rass", nColumbia neole-
grass", 'porcupine gras.,". ann "small mountain orcupine gra.s", is a prunnlaa
bunchgrass. Plants vary greatly in size and appearance from fes Incnes up to
about 3 feet in height. Flow r heaus form narr but 1 oo pnIclaS op t S

inches long. Spikelets are 1 seeded, the lemma beIng ahoit 1 4 coon long ann
cozered with short, soft hairs. The awn is twistto and bent talle no varies
up tol1 inches in length (.ometime longer), on,. lee1 blaaes Ore dOor fla'
or inrolled. Leaf sheaths are open and halrl'-s. . wiwi the llgule a toe onc
tion of the sheath and blade short or absent.

Subalpine neeulegrass is found wioely distributed over national forest
ranges of eastern Oregon ann iasnington. U occurs as sco'ered plants in ti's
berco range; and forms extensive stand; on open ranges In 'he subalcne zone
thet are In low successional stage, e'al gicaill. The occurrence of subalpine
ne olegras, in abundance ususl, indicates poor range concition. wh're i'
occurs in mixure with in re palatsble species it is a poor sheep forage and a
moderate castle forage. Roweter, when It occurs In nerly pure stand, on areas
where the more palatasle forage plants are willed out ii' excessive use t is
grazed well even by sheep.

ONIONGFj,SS (Belica bulbosa). G78

Onlongrass. sometimes calleu "melicgrass", is a perenr.ral grsso wUh the
base of the stem enlargeu into a oulo-liwe growth. Pcant. arc reCt, varpang
grea'i in height, blower headt are 4 to o inches long, narrow and erect.
Panlce branches are short and stiff. Spikelets are 3- to -f1owereo (or
seeoed), about 1, inch long, having a papery texture In mature plants.

Lemmas are awnless. Leaves have do_en sheatns and flat clsdes.

Oniongrass is found throughout our range ar.,a a, ,.cattered plan's, being
most common on grasolanu ranges at high elev'tlons. t Is 'lo found commonly
in meaoowz. Oniongrass. whIle often conspicuous on the rondo, is of oni 'oloor
forage value because It seldom proauces much herbage ono is ',ot v'rJ palatable
to sheep and only m'uerately palatable to cattle. Komettes oaiongrass forms
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nearly pure stands on overgrazed meadows indicating a serious stage of range
depletion.

PINEGRASS (Calamagrostis rubescens), G42

Pinegrass is a perennial grass which spreads by rootstalks. The flower
stalks vary in height from 1 to 3 feet. According to the Range Plant Handbook
flower stalks are not produced except in plants growing in the open sunlight.
Flower heads form loose but narrow, reddish or pale green panicles 3 to 6 inches
long. Spikelets are 1-seeded, the lemma being awned from the back, and also con-
tain a tuft of hairs at the base about 1/3 as long as the lemma. Leaf sheaths
are smooth except for a ring of hairs around the outside of the purplish collar
Leaf blades are harsh and flat or inrolled at the tip only.

Pinegrass is found in most timbered ranges of eastern Oregon and Washington,
being somewhat more abundant on areas where Douglas-fir makes up part of the
overstory. It does not rank among the best forage plants but in some areas be-
cause of its abundance makes up considerable forage. Pinegrass is fairly pala-
table to cattle, often being taken well in the early summer when the herbage is
succulent and again at midsummer just before seed maturity. It is not as good
sheep forage, apparently being fairly palatable when it occurs as occasional
tufts in open woods in mixture with other species but unpalatable when it occurs
in dense stands under dense woods.

REDTOP (4rostis alba), G9

Redtop is a perennial grass which spreads by creeping rootstalks The
flower stalks are erect or often bent at the base, varying up to 5 feet in

height but usually less than 3 feet. Flower heads form large, open, upright,
pyramid-shaped panicles. The spikelets are reddish, small, 1-flowered (or 1-
seeded), the lemma being 2/3 to 3/4 as long as the gluxaes, without hairs or
awna. The leaf sheaths are smooth and open. The numerous harsh, flat leaf
blades are mostly basal. The ligule at the junction of the leaf blade and leaf
sheath is prominent, up to 1/4 inch long, pointed, membranous and irregularly
cut along the edges.

Redtop is common at low to medium elevations throughout forest ranges of
Oregon and Washington in meadows. It is very palatable to cattle and fairly
palatable to sheep. Redtop is commonly used in seeding meadow-pastures.

WINTER BENTGRASS (Agrostis hiemalis)

Winter redtop (Agrostis hiemalis) in the Range Plant Handbook, Gll.

Winter bentgrass, commonly called "ticklegrass" or "hairgrass" locally
because of its large. open panicles with their widely spreading, hair-like
branches, is a perennial bunchgrass. Stems are erect, slender, tufted, smooth
and hairless. The flower heads, very open and loosely branched panicles, are
the most conspicuous part of the plant. The small spikelets are 1-flowered
(or 1-seeded): Lemmas are small, awnless and hairless. Leaves are moStly
basal with flat or inrolled and very harsh blades.

Winter bentgrass is found most commonly on overgrazed meadows, around bed
grounds, and along road right-of-ways. It is unimportant on summer ranges,
usually being of sparse occurrence and low in palatability to both cattle and
sheep. It is reported to be rather palatable when young and succulent. Its
occurrence in pure stands usually indicates recent soil disturbance or very
poor range condition.

BOTTLEBRUSH SQUIRRELTAIL (Sitanion hystrix), 0107

Bottlebrush squirreltail is an erect and rather harsh perennial bunchgraes.
The flower heads are dense, bushy spikes which break up when the spikelets are
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pulled off. Spikes have very prominent awns about 1 to 3 inches long. .t ma
turity the amos spread outward at right angles from the axis of the spike and
the spike tends to break up. Leaf blades are flat or inrolled, and either hairy
or hairless.

BottLebrush squirreltaiJ ir wdely distributed on national forest ranges,
being common on open slopes above +imberiine as well as in ponderosa pine and
grassland ranges at medium elevatons. I usually inhabits rather dry sites.
While the species is rather conspicuous on the range it is of little forage
value because it is usually associated with better forage plants anu is there-
fore little used. It is sometimes taken quite well by cattle before seed ma
turity but very little afterwards. In subalpine grassland ranges it tends to
become more abundant with range depletion.

TIMOTHY (phleum pratense), Gil

Timothy is an erect perennial grass growing from a swollen or bulb like
base. This base serves as an identifying characteristic when the flower heads
are absent. Flower heads are compact paniclee so dense as to appear spike like.
They are erect, narrow, cylindric, varying from 1 to 6 inches long (sometimes
longer). Spikelets are 1-seeded, about 3/16 inch long, with very short amos.
Leaves have open (not inflated as in alpine timothy sh tbs that are often
longer than the distance between the rtem joints. Both the upper and lower sur
faces of the leaf blade are smooth but the edges are rough.

Timothy is an introduced species found commonly on meadows and moist sloper
throughout all Oregon and Washington national forests. It is very palatable to
cattle and fairly palatable to sheep. It is not as pals table to sheep when it
occurs with lush meadow vegetation.

ALPINE TIMOTHY (Phleum alpinum), G93

Alpine timothy is an erect grass from 1/2 foot to 2 feet tell with stems
that are not bulb-like at the base but rather may be somewhat creeping. The

dense, oblong or ovoid flower head is a spike like panicle which is not more
than twice as long as wide. Spikelets are 1 seeded, the glumes being about 1 B
inch long, thin, hairy fringed and with amos up to 1 8 inch long. The leaves
have open sheaths; the sheath of at least the upper 1 af is inflated and saoraer
than the distance between the joints on the stem.

Alpine timothy is found in meadows. It is most common at high elevations.
Alpine timothy is good cattle forage but is only poor to fair sheep forage.

SPIKE TRISETUM (Trisetum spicatum), Gla4

Spike trisetum is a densely tufted perennial bunchgrass. It is reporteo
in the Range Plant Pandbook that "specimens froa alpine situations are usuflf
short with thick stems and hears and densely hairy stems and leaves, in decided
contrast to the taller, often nearly hairless plant, with slender stems and
heads, of the lower altitudes,a The flower heads are erect ano form dense, con -
tracted (spike like) panicles 1 to 6 inches long. Spikelets are auaerous, less
than 1/4 inch long, each containing 2 florets (or seers). Lemmas have a slenoer,
bent, twisted awn rising from below the tip between 2 teeth. Glurnes exceed the
lemmas. Leaf blades are usually more or less hairy . Leaf si eaths are hairy.

Spike trisetum is found commonly on open ridges and hilltops at hign eleva-
tions where it occurs as occasional plants. It is also found in timbered ranges
and to a more limited extent on dry meadows. It inhabits rather dry situations.
Spike trisetum is a good cattle forage and a poor sheep forage.



BEARDED WBEATGRASS (Agropyron subsecunthan), G7

Bearded wheatgrass is a perennial bunchgrass from 2 to 4 feet tall. Flower
heads are spikes with the spikelets overlapping. The lemmas have straight or
somewhat spreading awns about twice their length. Leaves are flat, rather lax,
varying up to about 3/8 inch in width.

Bearded wheatgrass occurs throughout our ranges, usually only as scattered
plants. It is most common on meadows, in open woods in the ponderosa pine zone,
and on disturbed soils such as along roads. Bearded wheatgrass is only moder-
ately palatable to sheep on sunener ranges but is very palateble to cattle.

BLUEBUNCH WHEATGRASS (Agropyron spicatum), G6

Bluebunch wheatgrasz, known as big bunchgrass", or perhaps more commonly
as 'bunchgrass" locally, is a typical perennial bunchgrass, the bunches varying
from 1 to 4 feet in height with the flower heads far exceeding in length the
basal leaves. Flower heads are usually quite numerous but may be sparse on
plants of low vigor. The flower heads are spikes which vary up to 8 inches in
length and have a slightly zigzag axis, the axis bending at the place of attach-
ment of the spikelets. Spikelets occur singly on the axis, each containing from
3 to 6 floret (or seeds). In mature plants the awns (from 3/4 to 1 inch long)
bend outward. Leaf blades are erect, narrow, prominently veined on the upper
surface with a bluish appearance which helps to identify the plant when no flow-
er heads are evident. They tend to roll inward from the sides somewhat when
dry. Purplish auricles or ears occur at the junction of the leaf blades and
sheaths.

Bluebunch wheatgrass is the most important range plant in eastern Oregon
and Washington. It is a 'climax" plant on most grassland ranges in the wheat
belt and at medium elevations on national forests. It grows on south exposures
in open ponderosa pine ranges and to a limited extent in subalpine ranges. The
species is drought-resistant, chiefly inhabiting dry, well-drained soils. It
is an excellent forage plant f or cattle and horses, being very palatable and
furnishing a relatively large volume of herbage for the ground it occupies.
For Cheep it is a fair forage on fall and winter range and a good forage on
spring ranges when the plants are green. However, on summer ranges sheep do
not graze it very well after the plants dry.

SLENDER WHEATGRASS (Agropyron pauciflorum), G4

3lender wheatgrass is a perennial bunchgrass, bunches varying in height
from 1/2 foot to 4 feet. Flower heads are Spikes from 1 to 8 inches long. One
spikelet is attached at each joint of the axis. Each spikelet contains 3 to 6
awnless or sometimes awn-tipped florets (or seeds). The leaves are usually
bright green, rough to the touch or sometimes smooth beneath, flat or inrolled,
varying from 11r10 to 2/10 inch in width.

Slender wheatgrass makes its best development in meadows. It is also
found to a more limited extent on moderately moist, well-drained slopes, occur-
ring more commonly under these Conditions in eastern Washington than in eastern
Oregon. Scattered plants also occur at high elevations. Slender wheatgrass is
very palatable to Cattle and horses and is moderately palatable to sheep.

BLUE WILDRYE (Elymus glaucus), G53

Blue wildrye is a pale green or bluish-white perennial bunchgrass commonly
occurring in small tufts of only a few flower stalks from 2 to 5 feet tall.
Flower heads form prominently awned, dense, erect or nodding spikes from 2 to 8
inches long. Two spikelets are attached at each joint of the spike. The glumes
are narrow, sharp-pointed, and rigid. Each lemma terminates in an erect or
spreading awn 1 to 2 times as long as the lemma itself. The leaf blades are
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rather lax and flat (occasionally somewhat inrolled), varying from 3/P to 5 8
inch in width, usually rough but sometimes amojth unOerneat and rough above.
The plant is typically covered with a w itiso or bluish bloom,

On national forest ranges of eastern Or gon ard Whshington blue wilure
is limited largey to moist sites. It is found most commonly intermingled with
a variety of grasses and weeds along stream banks nd arooni springs and seeps
both in openings and in dense timber,

GIANT WILDRYE (Elymus condensatus), G52

Giant wildrye, a bunchgrass, is our largest native range grass. Bunches
are reported in the Range Plant Handbook as ettaining heights up to 12 feet
and diamsters of several feet. The fiower heads are erect, quite dense, vary-
ing from 6 to 12 inches in length, While only a spikelets useally occur at
each joint of the spike, often they occur in 3's to 6s. Spikelets are not
awned. Stems vary up to 1/2 inch in diameter. Although the species is a bunch-
grass it sometimes produces short, stout rootstalks Leaves are harsh (espe-
cially on the upper surface), prominently nerved, and flat, up to 3 '4 inch wide
and 2 feed long, with a long ligule (from 1/10 to 2 10 inch) and prominent
auricles at the junction of the blade and sheath.

Giant wildrye occurs in both eastern Oregon and eastern Washington, grow
ing mostly in bottomlands and along roads, streams, and ditch banks. It is
unimportant on national forest summer ranges because of its low palatability
to all classes of livestock and its scattered occurrence, However, it is re
ported to be of moderate forage value for cattle in southeastern Oregon where
it occurs in greater abundance.

GRASSLIKE PLANTS

SEDGES (Carex app.), GL1

The sedges are perennial "grasslike" plants with fibrous roots and with or
without rootstalks. Stems are solid and triangular in cross section. The leaves
are 3-ranked (i.e., extend outward from the stem in 3 directions), have closed
sheaths and are flat or partially folded. Flower heads are cylindric, round or
egg-shaped spikes, one or more spikes occurring on each stem. The inoividual
flowers on the spikes consist of one scale (glume) subtending either a pistil
(or seed) or 3 stamens. Stamens and pistils are never found in the same flower,
although in many species flowers containing stamens and flowers containing pis-
tils are often found on the same spike.

Sedgee occur in nearly all range types, being most common on meadows, tim-
bered ranges, and on open ridges and slopes at high elevations. They vary
greatly as to site requirements; many species being common to wet situations,
some even thriving in standing water; others growing on dry slopes and under
ponderosa pine stands. In Oregon and Washington they are far more important
than is usually recognized both as range forage and as soil binders, They vary
considerably in their value as range forage, some being very palatable and oth-
ers rather unpalatable.

Elk sedge (No. 33) is our most important species.

ELK SEDGE (Carex geyeri), GL6

Elk sedge, sometimes called "pine sedge" and "elkgrass" locally, is a per-
ennial, dark green, grasslike plant which spreads by means of woody, underground
rootstalks. These rootstalks together with the extensive fibrous roots often
form dense, inseparable bunches. Plants vary in height up to about 16 inches.
The flower stalks are inconspicuous, very slender, sharply triangular, very
rough on the angles, and terminate in a single spike. The spikes produce 2 or 3
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seeds, one in the axil of a short-awned bract just below the main part of the
spike. The upper part of the spike does not produce seeds. The leaves are
3-ranked, erect, flat, and rough on the edges, the sheaths forming a tube
around the stem. The leaf tips characteristically die back about an inch in
midsummer.

Elk sedge is the most important sedge and one of the most important forage
plants on national forest ranges in Oregon and Washington, often forming an in-
portant part of the forage on timbered ranges where it is frequently mistaken
for pinegrass. In some localities elk sedge forms nearly pure stands on open
slopes near timberline. It is very drought-resistant, inhabiting dry slopes,
never being found in wet meadows. It is most palatable in the early spring but
the timbered types in which it occurs should seldom be grazed during that period.
it is, however, fairly good sheep forage and good cattle forage during the sum-
mer, remaining green through the summer months and furnishing green forage when
much of the other vegetation has dried. Elk have been observed to graze elk
sedge quite closely in the spring after which the plants send up considerable
regrowth.

RUSHES (Juncus spp.), GL14

Rushes are grasslike plants, usually perennials with rootstalks The stems
are usually leafless flower stalks with all basal leaves or with a few stem
leaves. They are usually round in cross section. Leaf sheaths when present
are open. Leaf blades are stiff, flat, rounded or channeled, and some species
have cross-partitions. The l-aeeded florets are borne either single or in heads
which are arranged in either dense or open panicles or corymbs. Each floret has
3 greenish or brownish chaffy bracts resembling sepals and 3 resembling petals.
The rushes are really grasslike lilies with small, inconspicuous, chaffy flowers.

In Oregon and Washington the rushes are relatively unimportant as forage
plants. While many species are found on national forest ranges, only a few
species are very abundant. Baltic rush (Juncus balticus), called "wire rush' in
the Range Plant Handbook, commonly forms quite extensive stands in meadows.
It is typically a single-stalked plant with the leaves consisting largely of
sheaths without leaf blades at the bases of the stems. Baltic rush is often
called "wiregrass." It is fair forage for both cattle and sheep when it oc-
curs in mixture with other vegetation. However, it is grazed only in limited
amounts where it forms extensive, nearly pure stands. Parrys rush (Juncus
parryi) and western rush (Juncus occidentalis) are species which often occur
in considerable abundance on limited areas of national forest ranges. Parrys
rush is common to dry, grassy or stony slopes near or above timberline, as
well as in lodgepole pine stands just at timberline. Western rush is found
at lower elevations in the ponderosa pine zone, often forming nearly pure
stands on limited areas of dry meadow types or in grassland openings. Both
Parrys rush and western rush form tufts rather than the single-stalked appear-
ance of Baltic rush.

W000RUSHES (Luzula app.)

Woodrushes (Juncoides spp.) in the Range Plant Handbook, Gl2.

Woodrushes are perennial, fibrous-rooted, grasslike plants. Although sim-
ilar to rushes in many respects woodrushes differ in having closed leaf sheaths
and flatter and more grasslikefl leaves which are often hairy. The stems are
hollow, unjointed, and conspicuously leafy. The inflorescence forms either
umbels, corymbs, or panicles. Individual flowers have 3 greenish or brownish
bracte resembling aepals and 3 resembling petals, and produce a 1-celled capsule
which has 3 seeds.

Several species of woodrushes occur on mountainous ranges of Oregon and
Washington, none being of major importance as forage. Several species found
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in wet meadow types are quite palatable to both sheep and cattle. Because of
their sparse occurrence, however, they are not important. One species, smooth
woodrush (Luzula glabrata) is a common plant at high elevations in the Cascade
Mountains, particularly in the spruce--fir type where it occurs in considerable
stands.

WEEDS

AGOSERISES (Agoseris spp.)

Mountain-dandelions (Agoseris spp.) in the Range Plant Handbook, WlO.

Agoserises are perennial herbs with composite flower heeds borne singly on
leafless stalks. The leaves are all basal. Those of most of our species are
rather narrow, varying from lance-shaped or reverse-lance-shaped to linear.
The leaf margins are smooth or sometimes sparingly toothed, but are not deeply
lobed. The flower heads are composed of yellow (sometimes orange) ray flowers.
The outer layer of involucre bracts does not turn backwards as it does in com-
mon dandelion. The herbage contains a milky juice.

Agoserises are widely distributed on our ranges, being found at all eleva-

tions. They usually occur as scattered plants but commonly form dense stands
on depleted meadows (especially in the Blue Mountains). As a class they are
very palatable to sheep and moderately palatable to cattle.

LYALL ANGELICA (Angelica lyalli), Wl5

Lyall angelica, sometimes called 'wildparsnip', is a very succulent peren-
nial herb 2 to 5 feet tall with thick, hollow stems. The leaves are compound
with leaflets that tend to divide into 2 or 5 parts. Leaflets vary greatly in
size, being ovallance-shaped with saw-toothed margins. The herbage has a
pleasant, aromatic odor when crushed. The small white flowers occur in com-
pound umbels. The secondary leaf veins terminate in the tips of the teeth on
the leaf margin (never in the notches between the teeth). The fruit is oblong,
flattened, hairless, 1/8 to 1/4 inch long, with 2 side wIngs.

Lyall angelica is found in both Oregon and Washington on meadows and near
seeps and springs where it seldom occurs in very large stands. It s a choice
forage plant for sheep, a good forage plant for cattle, and is also grazed well
by deer and elk.

ARNICAS (Arnica spp.), W22

Heartleaf arnica (A. cordifolia), W23, commonly known as "arnica', is our
most common species. It is a perennial herb growing from fibrous roots and un-
derground rootstalks. The basal leaves are heart-shaped, with coarsely toothed
margins. The lower stem leaves are similar to the basal leaves but the upper
are stalkless and narrow. Branching is opposite. The flower heads are borne
singly and vary up to 2 inches or more in diameter. Both ray and disk flowers
are yellow. Ray flowers are about 1 inch long. Involucre scales (bracts) which
occur in 1 row around the base of the flower head are green and soft-hairy and
of equal length (about 3/4 inch). The herbage when crushed gives off a strong
odor.

Heartleaf arnica is found abundantly on our ranges, limited largely to tim--
bered types. In dense woods it often occurs in nearly pure stands of single or
paired basal leaves. It also occurs commonly in mixture with other vegetation,
particularly with pinegrass and elk sedge. Being an early-blooming plant, flow-
er heads are often not in evidence where leaves are common. heartleaf arnica is
of no forage value in this region, seldom being taken even sparingly by either
cattle or sheep.

Several other arnicas occur commonly on our ranges and make up considerable
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forage, leafy arnica (A. foliosa) and orange arnica (A. fulgens) probably being

the moet important. Both theee epecies can be distinguished from heartleaf ar-

nica because they have narrow basal leaves which narrow gradually towards the

stem rather than having the heart-shaped base of heartleaf arnica. Leafy arnica

inhabits wet meadows whereae orange arnica usually occurs in drier situations

such ae grassland or eagebrush typee. Both these species are of moderate forage

value on both cattle and sheep range

ASTERS (Aster spp.), W31

Asters are perennial (a few annual) herbs belonging to the composite fain-

ily. The flower heads occur singly or in clusters and consist of yellow or

purplish disk flowers and an outer row of blue, purple, or white ray flowers.
The involucre bracts occur in several overlapping series, sometimes with the

tips turned outward. Branching is always alternate Leaves are variable and

have either smooth or toothed margins.

The numerous species of asters on national forest ranges vary considerably

in forage value to sheep, some species common on meadows being very palatable.

Their forage value on cattle ranges usually is low.

LARGELEAF AVENS (Geum macrophylium)

Largeleaf avens is a perennial herb with pinnately divided basal leaves.

The lobe or leaflet at the end (terminal leaflet) of the basal leaf is much

larger than those on the sides (lateral leaflets), the leaflets tending to be-

come progressively smaller towards the base. The large terminal leaflet is

rounded with a heart-shaped base and with lobed and toothed margins. The flow-

ers are yellow with 5 yellow petals about 1/4 to 3/8 inch long, 5 sepsis and

numerous stamens.

Largeleaf avens is found commonly on meadows and on other moist sites

throughout eastern Oregon and Washington. It is of little forage value for

cattle but is grazed quite well by sheep on meadows.

A1TROLEAF BALSAMROOT (Balsamorhiza sagittata), W43

Arrowleaf balsainroot, often called "balsamz.00t" and "sunflower" locally,
is a perennial tufted herb of the composite family. It has numerous large,

long-stalked basal leaves, the blade being triangular-heart-shaped with nearly
smooth margins and white-woolly surfaces (especially beneath). Stem leaves are

few and narrow. Flower heads are borne singly (sometimes 2 or 3) on a tall

stem. They have a center of yellow disk flowers and an outside row of yellow,

petal-like ray flowers about 2 inches long and 3/8 inch wide.

Arrowleaf balsamroot is found throughout eastern Oregon and Washington
ranges in grassland and open timber types at low to medium elevations where it

occurs as scattered plants. Although the palatability of arrowleaf balsamroot
varies considerably with the stage of its growth, on the whole it is usually

considered to be a good forage plant. Tinder most conditions it is fairly pal-

atable to both cattle and sheep.

BISGUITROOTS AND LOMATIUMS (Lomatium app.)

Biscuitroots (Cogswellia app.) in the Range Plant Handbook, W55.

Biscuitroots and lomatiuins are a rather variable group of plants belonging

to the carrot family. The roots vary considerably with different species, be-

ing either elongated, tuber-like, or bulb-like. Plants have very short stems

or are stemless except for the leafless flower stalks A few species have

leaves on the flower stalks. The leaves are compound, the leaflets beingfine-

ly dissected and linear in some species and oval and flat in others. The



flowers are usually yellow but are white and purple in a few species. They are

arranged in compound umbels. A circle of leaf-like bracts encircles the base of

the secondary umbels (not below the main branches of the compound umbel). Seeds

are strongly flattened, free of hairs or bristles, round to oblong in outline
with thin, usually conspicuous wings on the sides and thread-like ribs on the

back. The seeds occur in pairs and vary greatly in size depending on the

species.

Biscuitroots and lomatiums are a large group of plants that occur widely
scattered on national forest ranges, different species varying greatly as to

their forage value. For the most pert they are of no great importance since
most species produce little foliage and are of low palatability. They are

among the first plants to bloom in the spring end esually dry before the range

is ready to be grazed. They commonly become abundant on depleted grassland and

meadow types.

43. AMERICAN BISTORT (Polygonum blstortoides)

Bistorta (Bistorta bistortoides) in the Range Plant Handbook, W44.

American bistort is a perennial herb with showy white or rose-colored f low-

ers. Flowers occur in dense terminal spike-like clusters 1/2 inch to 2/ inches

long at the end of smooth, slender stems from 1 to 2/ feet tall. Individual
flowers are small, with 5 petal-like sepals, no petals and d stamens and a thin

brownish bract at the base of the flower. Basal leaves are numerous, large,
long-stalked, rather succulent, usually smooth, lance-shaped, oblong, or nar-

row-oblong. Stem leaves are small, stalkless with membranous sheaths at the

base. The stews are jointed.

American bistort is found on meadows where it usually occurs as conspic-

uous but scattered plants. Not uncommonly it forms dense stands on depleted

meadows.

4. BLUEBELLS (Mertensia spp.), Wl26

Bluebells, sometimes called flungworts", era very succulent perennial

herbs with showy blue or purple bell-shaped flowers. The flowers occur in

nodding terminal clusters. The petals are united into a 5-lobed bell-shaped

tube. The leaves are alternate, smooth and succulent with smooth margins.

Plants vary greatly in height, some species being characteristically about 4

or 5 inches tall and others as much as 3 or 4 feet tall.

Bluebells are found throughout our ranges on meadows and along streams

and springs. They can be divided roughly into two classes, tall bluebells and

low bluebells. Tall bluebells, of which mountain bluebell (N. ciliate), Wl27,

is one of our most common species, appear to be restricted cuite largely to

rich soils near springs and stream banks, where they form dense clumps of tall

plants. They are vary palatable to sheep and fairly palatable to cattle. Low

bluebells, on the other hand, of which small bluebells (N. longiflora, N. pul-

chella in the Range Plant Handbook), W129, is our common species, are rather

poor sheep forage and are worthless as cattle forage. They occur most common-

ly on moderately moist meadow situations where they seldom grow to be much

over 1/2 foot tall. With overgrazing they increase in abundance. A dense

stand of small bluebells on a meadow indicates very poor range condition,

whereas a dense stand of tall bluebells along stream banks may indicate a

very satisfactory range condition.

45. BRODIEAS (Brodiaea spp.)

Brodieas, commonly called 'wild-hyacinths", are herbaceous plants arising

from corms (similar to a bulb except they are solid). Flowers are borne in

compact or loose umbels or umbel-like clusters on leafless stems. The petals
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and sepals (3 of each) are similar and united at least at the base. There are
6 stamens and either all have anthers or alternate 3 with anthers and 3 without
anthers. The grasslike leaves are all basal. The flowers are variable as to
color.

Brodieas are found widely distributed throughout the national forests of
Oregon and Washington, being most common in open timber, grassland, and dry
meadow types. They are early bloomers, usually being in full flower before the
period of range readiness and drying up soon afterwards. They are of no value
as forage but because of the similarity of some species to deathcamas are some-
tines mistaken for them. BrodieaS can be easily distinguished from the death-
camases by their umbel floral arrangement and by the hollow midrib of the leaves.
Deathcamases have a raceme floral arrangement and a solid midrib.

COMMON CAMAS (Camassia quamash)

Common camas (Quamasia qummash) in the Range Plant Handbook, w160.

Common camas, commonly celled blue camas" or "camas", is a perennial herb
rising from a bulb 1/2 inch to l inches in diameter. The flower stalks are leaf-
less, terminating in a 10- to 30-flowered raceme of dark blue, showy flowers.
Flowers are somewhat irregular with sepals and petals alike or nearly so (appear-
ing as 6 petals), and mostly 3-veined. The leaves are all basal, grasslike,
light green, flat and narrow, and vary greatly as to length.

Common camas is most common on moist meadows and grassland types in the
ponderosa pine type. It occurs in both Oregon and Washington, often forming
considerable stands in parks or areas in grassland range which are moist in
late spring or early summer but which dry up in middle and late summer. Com-

mon camas is a good forage plant for sheep when succulent but is not grazed to
any extent after maturity; because it is an early blooming plant it is rela-
tively unimportant as forage. It is unimportant as forage on cattle range.

CINQUEFOILS (Potentilla spp.), Wl55

The cinquefoils, also known as 'fivefingers" and "potentillas', and a few
species with pinnately compound leaves as 'drymocallis", mre mostly perennial
herbs (a few are shrubs), usually less than 3 feet tall. Most of our species
can be recognized by their palmately compound leaves although there are a few
species (gland cinquefoil, described elsewhere, is our most Common) that have
pinnately compound leaves. The yellow (sometimea white or purple) flowers us-
ually are borne in loose, open clusters at the end of the stem. Flowers have
a cup-shaped base, 5 sepals alternating with 5 sepal-like bracts, 5 petals,
20 stamens and numerous pistils.

Cinquefoils are widely distributed and very common on national forest ran-
ges in eastern Oregon and Washington where they occur in timbered ranges, grass-
lands. and meadows at all elevations. Of the many species of cinquefoil found
on our ranges, gland cinquefoil (P. glandulosa), fanleaf cinquefoil (p. flabel-
lifolia), and northwest cinquefoil (P. gracilis) are perhaps the most common.
In generel they are all of low forage value, being low in palatability to both
cattle and sheep. However, when mixed with meadow vegetation they are often
taken very well by sheep.

GLAND CINQUEFOIL (Potentilla glandulosa)

Gland cinquefoil, also commonly called "dryinocallis' and 'false strawberry",
is a somewhat sticky-hairy (glandular) perennial herb 1 to 2 feet tall. The
basal leaves are pinnately compound in contrast to most of our cinquefoils which
have pajmately compound leaves. Each leaf contains 5 to 9 obovate leaflets,
1 t 3 inches long and with toothed margins. The flowers are yellow, about 3/L
inch in diameter, with sepals almost as long as the petals.
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Gland cinquefoil is a very common range plant in eastern Oregon and Wash-
ington. It is found in open timber types and in dry meadows, having a wide dc-
vational range. It is a rathar poor forage plant, usually being utilized only
moderately by Sheep and hardly at all by cattle whan the range is properly grazed.

CLOVERS (Trifolium spp.), Wl90

Clovers are either annual or perennial legwninous herbs with tha flowars
arranged in heads or very short spikes. The small flowers are typical of leg-
umes, much resembling the flowers of the pea with 5 irregular petals, 5 equal
and united sepals, and 10 stamens, 9 of which are joined together and the tenth
separate. Pods are 1- to several--seeded. Leaves are compound, consisting of
3 (4 to 7 in a few species) palmately arranged leaflets usually with finely
toothed margins. Stipules are united at the base clasping the leaf stalk.

Clovers are widely distributed on national forest ranges. Although they
are most common on moist meadows, several species inhabit dry ridges, timber
typee, and depleted grassland ranges. In general clovers are excellent forage
f or both cattle and sheep. However, some species are seldom grazed.

COMMON COWPARSNT,P (Heracleum lanatum)

Cowparsnip (1-leracleum lanatum) in the Range Plant Handbook, W91.

Common cowparsnip is a large perennial plant growing from woody, thickened,
heavy-scented roots. The stout (often 2 inches thick at base) erect stems are
hollow, jointed, densely soft-hairy and ridged, sometimes attaining heights of
9 feet but more commonly from 4 to 7 feet. Leaves are compound, each being di-
vided into 3 leaflets (up to 12 inches across) which are heart-shaped at base.
Stem leaves form sheaths around the stem at the point of attachment. The small
white flowers occur in flat-topped compound urebels 6 to 12 inches across. The
fruit is flattened, about 1/2 inch long, oval or somewhat rounded with conspic-
uous aide wings.

Common cowparsnip grows quite commonly in both Oregon and Washington, where
it is limited to wet meadows, seeps, and stream banks. It seems to make its
best growth in rocky or sandy soils near running water. Common cowparsnip is
an excellent forage for both cattle and sheep. Elk in the Blue Mountmins have
been observed to graze it heavily.

COMMON DANDELION (Taraxacuni officinale)

Dandelion (Leontodon taraxacum) in the Range plant Handbook, Wl03.

Common dandelion is a low perennial herb with all basal leaves. The leaves,
which occur in a basal rosette from a stout taproot, are oblong or spatula-shaped
in outline with ragged-toothed to pinnately lobed margins. The composite flower
heads occur singly on a leafless stem and consist entirely of yellow ray flowers.
The narrow involucre bracts surrounding the flower heads occur in 2 rows, the
outer row bending backwards and the inner extending forward when the flower is
open. The whole plant contains a milky juice.

Common dandelion is common on our ranges, being perhaps most abundant on
depleted meadows and moist slopes on good soils where it takes on a small, flat
rosette form, clinging too close to the ground to be grazed. However, it is
also common on well managed ranges where it takes on a more erect form. It is
only fair cattle forage but is grazed wll by sheep and elk.

DEATHCAMASES (Zigadenus spp.), 11209

Deathcamases are herbaceous perennial plants which grow from dark, onion-
like, underground bulbs. The yellowish-white flowers are arranged in either
racemes or panicles. The 3 petals and 3 sepals are alike so that the flower
appears to have 6 petals. They are not United, are egg-shaped or narrowly
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egg-shaped, and are attached below the ovary. The leaves are mostly basal,
grasslike, narrow, with prominent, narrow veins and papery sheaths.

Five species of deathcamas, all of which are poisonous to some degree to
domestic livestock, are found on forest ranges of Oregon and Washington on mead-
ow, grassland and timbered types. They are responsible for more losses of sheep
than of cattle. The worst livestock losses from deathcamas occur on ranges
grazed too early in the spring.

ERIOGONUMS (Eriogonum spp.), W70

Eriogonums are either annual or perennial herbs, shrub-like herbs, or
shrubs. Most species found on national forest ranges have rather low spreading
or prostrate leaf-bearing stems with erect flower-bearing stems terminating in
flower clusters. Leaves are simple, often hairy, with smooth edges. Individ-
ual flowers occur in groups of several flowers protruding from a 4- to 8-toothed
cup-like structure which is borne on a short stem. The petals are lacking but
the 6 sepals are petal-like, more or less united, white or colored, and persis-
tent around the 3-sided seeds. The flower clusters may be borne in heads but
more commonly occur in umbels.

Many species of eriogonuin are found at all elevations on Oregon and Wash--
ington ranges. They prefer dry sites. In general eriogonums are unimportant
as forage plants. In the early summer when the plants are in full bloom both
cattle and sheep graze the flower heads of aome specieS.

WOOLLY ERIOPHYLLUM (Eriophyllum lanatum)

Woolly eriophyllum. sometimes called "woolly sunflower", is an erect or
decumbent herb, usually less than i feet tall. The leaves are quite variable,
some being narrow and 3-lobed and others ovate and deeply cut into many narrow
lobes. Plants are hairy all over. The yellow flower heads occur on the ends
of usually much-branched stems. They contain both ray and disk flowers.

Woolly eriophyllum is common to dry situations at low to medium elevations
throughout eastern Oregon and Washington. It is of no forage value.

CALIFORNIA FALSEHELLEBORE (Veratrum califoi'nicum)

Western false-hellebore (Veratruin californicum) in the Range Plant Handbook,
W201.

California falsehellebore, commonly called "hellebore" and "skunk-cabbage",
is a tall perennial herb with stout, leafy stems from 3 to 7 feet tall, some-
what resembling cornstalks. The numerous drooping, dull-white flowers are some-
what bell-shaped and occur in panicles that vary from 1 to 2 feet in length.
Leaves are ovoid-oval, alternate, up to 12 inches long, bright yellowish-green,
prominently ribbed and sheathing at the base.

California falsehellebore is found in meadows and to a lesser extent in
open timber at medium to high elevations in both Oregon and Washington. It is
classed as a poisonous plant to all classes of livestock but because of its
higher palatability to sheep they are more often affected by eating it. The
palatability of falsehellebore usually is considered to be rather low to all
classes of livestock. However, sheep have often been observed to graze it
quite well in the spring and early summer, often utilizing the whole plants
(sometimes resulting in sick sheep). Cattle graze the leaves of falsehellebore.
It commonly increases in abundance as the better forage plants are killed out.

LANBSTONGIJE FAWNLILY (Erythronium grandiflorum)

Lambstongue fawnlily, more commonly known locally as "dogtooth violet",
is a showy, yellow, lily-like plant rising from a corn or bulb. The showy
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flowers are yellow and nodding, usually solitary on a 4- to 12-inch stem. The

3 petals and 3 sepals are all alike, appearing as 6 yellow petals. Each plant

has 2 basal, opposite, oblong-lance-shaped leaves about 4 to 6 inches long.

Lambstongue fawnlily is widely distributed on national forest ranges. It

is unimportant as forage. Being a spring flower it is usually through blooaing
before the range on which it occurs is ready to be grazed.

57. FIREWEED (Epilobium angustifolium)

Fireweed (Chamaenerion angustifolium) in the Range Plant Handbook, W50.

Fireweed is a perermial herb growing from underground rootstalks. Plants

usually are about 3 feet tall but vary considerably. Leaves are narrowly lance-

shaped, alternate, stalkless, green on upper surface and pale and veiny beneath,
with smooth margins. Leaf veins are united near margins of the leaf blade.

Leaves vary in length up to 8 inches. The purple or rose-colored flowers have

4 petals (up to 3/4 inch long), 4 somewhat hairy, united sepals attached near
the top of the ovary, and 8 stamens. Flowers and pods are arranged in racemes.

Seed pods vary in length up to 3 inches, are very narrow, and split from the
end into 4 parts when ripe. Seeds are numerous and small, each having a tuft

of fine, silky white hairs which allows them to be carried long distances by
the wind.

Fireweed is a common plant throughout Oregon and Washington, often forming
dense nearly pure stands in burns. Outside of burns it occurs as occasional
plants in meadows, timbered areas, and more rarely in grasslands, apparently
preferring moist situations. Fireweed is a very good forage for sheep in the
spring and early summer but its value decreases as the stems become woody. It

is of only moderate palatability for cattle.

FLEABANES (Erigeron app.)

Wild-daisies (Erigeron spp.) in the Range Plant Handbook, W67.

Fleabanes are rather low annual or perennial herbs with alternate, smooth,
toothed or dissected leaves. The flower heads occur singly or in corbrab clus-

ters. They are composed of both disk and ray flowers (in a few species only
disk flowers), the ray flowers being rather narrow and white, pink, blue, pur-
ple, or in a few species yellow. The involucre bracts are narrowly linear,

equal in length and in 2 (sometimes 1 or 3) rows.

Fleabanes are found widely distributed on national forest ranges in grass-
land, dry meadows and open timber types at all elevations. Although some f lea-

banes are reported to be of fair palatability to sheep, on the whole they are
of little forage value.

POKEWEED FLEECEFLOWER (polygonum phytolaccaefoliuJn)

Pokeweed fleeceflower, commonly called 'red dock" locally, is a large.

sometimes branched herb. The stem is somewhat grooved, jointed, zigzagged,
and 2 to 7 feet tall. The juice of the stem has an acid taste. The alternate

leaves vary greatly as to width and length, varying from 1 to 7 inches long.
They are tapered towards both ends, have wavy margins, and have stipules that
form a sheath over the stem joint. The inflorescence consists of numerous

small greenish-white flowers. The fruit is 3-sided.

Pokeweed fleeceflower is found at high altitudes in the Wallowa, Blue, and

Cascade Mountains. It comes in on depleted grassland ranges and on rapidly
eroding areas. In some localities it forms dense rtands over large areas. It

is of low forage value for both cattle and sheep, although it is sometimes uti-
lized in considerable amounts by both on seriously overgrazed ranges. Elk have

been observed to graze the tops on summer ranges.
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STICKY GERANIUM (Geranium viscosissimum), W84
OREGON CHECEERNALLOW (Sidalcea oregana)

Sticky geranium is a leafy perennial herb from 1 to 3 feet tall. The herb-
age is covered with glandular hairs which make it somewhat sticky to the touch.
The basal leaves are borne on long stalks, are palmately veined, being deeply
cut into 3 or 5 finger-like divisions which are also deeply cleft. The purple
or rose-colored (sometimes white) flowers are rather showy. The flowers have
5 petals, 5 greenish or purplish sepals, and 10 stamens united around a single
pistil. The 5 seed "pods" from each flower separate at maturity by bending
outward. The herbage has a distinctive odor.

Sticky geranium occurs throughout eastern Oregon and Washington at all ele-
vations, most commonly on timbered ranges and in meadows. It also occurs on
cut-over areas in the ponderosa pine belt where moisture is favorable. It is
of moderate palatability to sheep but is only fair cattle forage.

Oregon checkermallow, often called "Oregon mallow" and "Oregon sidalcea"
locally, is a common range plant that resembles sticky geranium somewhat but
which has more than 10 stamens as compared with the 10 stamens possessed by
sticky geranium. Also the stem leaves of Oregon checkermallow are alternate
rather than opposite as they are in sticky geranium. Oregon checkerm.allow is
found in both eastern Oregon and eastern Washington in grassland, meadows, and
open timber types. It is a good sheep forage and a fair cattle forage, the
cattle grazing it largely in the spring and early summer.

NETTLELEAF GIANTHYSSOP (Agastache urticifolia)

Nettleleaf horsemint (Agastache urticifolia) in Range plant Handbook, W9.

Nettleleaf gianthyssop is a fragrant, perennial herb belonging to the mint
family. The stems are erect, square in cross section, with opposite leaves.
Leares are simple, petioled (on a leaf stalk), green on both surfaces, roughly
triangular in shape with coarsely or irregularly toothed edges. Flowers are
irregular with united (tubular), white, rose, or purplish petals. The petals
form 2 lips, the upper lip erect and notched and the lower spreading and 3-lobed
(the middle lobe largest). Flowers are arranged in dense spike-like panicles
somewhat thimble-shaped at the ends of the branches. The whole plant has a mint
odor.

Nettleleaf gianthyssop is found mainly in parks, slopes, and ridge-tops in
eastern Oregon and Washington, where it usually occurs as scattered plants but
may form rather dense stands. It is most abundant at high elevations where it
often comes in with overgrazing. The species is quite variable in forage value,
palatability studies having shown it to be a poor forage plant for sheep when
associated with green fescue at high elevations but a very palatable plant on
ponderosa pine ranges, due largely, perhaps, to the differences in relative
palatability of most of the accompanying vegetation in these two conditions.
It is reputed to be of moderate value as cattle forage.

CREEK GOLDENROD (Solidago elongata), Wldl

Creek goldenrod is a tall, erect, leafy plant terminating in a dense pan-
ide of golden yellow composite flower heads. Plants vary from 1 to 4 feet in
height. The leaves are alternate, simple, stalkless, and somewhat oblong, vary-
ing from l to 4 inches long. The leaf blade is 3-ribbed from slightly below
the middle and has a few short teeth along the margins above the middle. When

in full bloom the inflorescence is very showy. Individual flower heads are
small (about 1/4 inch). They contain yellow disk flowers and yellow ray flowers.
Involucre bracts are thin and narrow and occur in several overlapping rows around
the base of the flower head.

Creek goldenrod is the most common goldenrod on our ranges. It is most
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common on meadows and along stream courses but nay occur on moist situations in
open woods and along fences and roads. It is reputed to be of little forage
value but recent studies on meadows have shown that where it occurs in sparse
stands it is grazed well by sheep.

ARROWLEAF GROUNDSEL (Senecio triangularis)

Arrowleaf butterweed (Senecio triangularis) in Range Plant Handbook, W175.

Arrowleaf groundsel is a tall (1 to 6 feet), leafy perennial herb of the
composite family. Leaves are alternate. Leaf blades are 3 or more inches in
length, resemble arrowheads, being triangular and abruptly constricted at the
base (not tapering into the leaf stem) and have toothed margins. The composite
flower heads occur in flat-topped clusters at the ends of the sterna. Both the
disk and the ray flowers are yellow. The involucre bracts are linear and occur
in a single row around the base of the flower head, although several small bracts
usually occur at base of main bracts.

Arrowleaf groundsel is found commonly as part of the lush vegetation grow-
ing around springs and seeps and along stream banks at medium to high elevations
throughout eastern Oregon and Washington. It usually occurs as scattered plants,
seldom forming very large stands. It is an excellent forage plant for sheep and
is a good forage plant for cattle. It is also grazed well by deer and elk.

BUTTERWEED GROUNDSEL (Senecio serra)

Sawtooth butterweed (Senecio serra) in the Range Plant Handbook, Wl73.

Butterweed groundsel is a rather tall (1 to 6 feet) perennial herb belong-
ing to the composite family. It has numerous stem leaves but few or no basal
leaves. Leaves are alternate, growing somewhat erect. Leaf blades are hair-
less, lance-shaped or egg-shaped with sawtoothad margins, and taper towards the
base. The inflorescence consists of few to many flower heads in flat-topped
clusters at the end of the leafy, often branched stem. Flower heads consist
of a center of many yellow disk flowers surrounded by a single row of a few
yellow ray flowers. The involucre bracts are narrow, equal in length and in
a single row around the base of the flower head but frequently with a few s-sell
bracts at the base of the main bracts.

Butterweed groundael Ia found throughout eaztsrn Oregon and Washington at
medium to high elevations where it occurs in damp, wall-drained soils and In
wet meadows along stream banks and around seeps and springs. It is a choice
forage plant for both sheep and cattle. It has been observed to be taken well
by elk in the Blue Mountains.

COLUMBIA GROUNDSEL (Senecio columbianus)
IAMBSTONGUE GROUNDSEL (Seneclo integerrimus)

Several species of grounded similar in appearance and in forage value,
of which Columbia groundsel (given as Columbia butterweed in the Range Plant
Handbook, Wl7l) and lambatongue groundsel are quite typical, occur commonly
on our ranges. These groundsels have two principal growth forms. On dry
sites the basal leaves are small and the whole plant has a white woolly ap-
pearance. On meadows or more moist sites the basal leaves are more numerous,
larger, more succulent, and lose much of their white woolly appearance. Basal
leaves usually are spatula-shaped with rounded tips and long, narrow bases.
Stem leaves are stalkless, variable in shape, and smaller than the basal leaves.
Flower heads occur in flat--topped clusters at the ends of stems, each head hav-
ing many yellow disk flowers and usually yellow, inconspicuous ray flowers.
The Involucre bracts occur in one row around the flower heads and commonly have
black tips.
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These groundsels are found in nearly all our range types and at all ele-
vations. As a group they are poor forage. On drier sites such as in conif-
erous woods or grassland ranges they seldom are grazed by either cattle or
sheep. On wet meadows where they usually are more succulent they are grazed
moderately by sheep. Some species, particularly Columbia grouridsel, become
abundant on meadows that have been depleted by overgrazing.

LOW GUMWEED (Grindelia nana)

Low gumweed is a biennial herb belonging to the composite family. Its
outstanding characteristic is its sticky, resinous herbage. Plants are up-
right and leafy. The hairless, sticky leaves are alternate, stalkless and
oblong with toothed edges. The flower heads consist of yellow ray and disk
flowers with 5 or 6 rows of gummy involucre scales with back-curved tips.

Low gumweed is found on dry sites, particularly in the Blue Mountains.
It seems to make it best growth on depleted grassland ranges from which most
of the topsoil has been lost. It is of little forage value, for although
plants are occasionally grazed by both cattle and sheep they are relatively
unpalatable. The presence of low gumweed in any abundance on grassland ranges
indicates that the areas are badly deteriorated.

HAWKWEEDS (Hieracium spp.), W9L

Haekweeds are perennial herbs which contain a milky juice. The leaves
are usually somewhat oblong with smooth, wavy or finely toothed margins and
are usually covered with hairs; the stems bear leaves and terminate in open
clusters of few to many composite flower heads. The flower heads are composed
entirely of ray flowers.

Hawkweeds are rather common on national forest ranges of Oregon and Wash-
ington, occurring on grassland, meadow, and timbered ranges at all elevations.
Our most important species (H. scouleri) is called "woollyweed." It is a yel-
low-flowered plant occurring most abundantly as a secondary species in blue-
bunch wheatgrass ranges where its numerous white, hairy basal leaves often grow
in small but dense stands. It is also common at high elevations on grassland
ranges. Woollyweed is a good sheep forage. It is also grazed well by cattle
in the spring and early summer before the plants dry up. White hawkweed
(H. albiflorum), easily identified by its white flower, is a very common plant
growing under timber stands. It is a very palatable plant to sheep but is most
common on areas inaccessible because of timber thickets.

TAPERTIP HAWKSBEARD (Crepis acujainata), W57

Tapertip hawksbeard is a perennial herb of the composite family which
grows from 1 to 21e feet tall. The hairy, grayish-white basal leaves are lance-
shaped in outline but pinnately cut into narrow, sometimes toothed lobes and
prolonged into a tapering tip. The lower stem leaves are stalkless and shaped
somewhat similar to the basal leaves. The upper stem leaves are not lobed.
The flower stems are branched, containing several yellow flower heads made up
entirely of ray flowers. The herbage contains a milky juice.

Tapertip hawksbeard is a secondary species occurring on dry sites in grass-
land, juniper and sagebrush ranges. It occurs less commonly in ponderosa pine
aol meadow tapes. It is on1y moderately palatable to cattle but is quite pala-
tsle to sheep.

b. ROCKY MOUNTAIN IRIS (Iris missouriensis), W100

Rocky Mountain iris, commonly called "iris", is a perennial herb growing
from thickened rootstalks. The sword-like leaves are about 1/2 inch or less in
width and have parallel veins. Both the sepals (3 in number) and the petals
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(3 in number) of the large, showy flowers are pale blue or purplish with dark-
er veins. Seed pods are large, oblong, and split into 3 cells when dry.

Rocky Mountain iris is found commonly in meadows and moist situations both
in parks and in open woods at all elevations. It often occurs in dense clumps.

It is a conspicuous range plant hut has no forage value.

DOUGLAS KNOTWEED (Polygonum douglasi), W154

Douglas knotweed is an annual herb aith jointed stems and narrow alternate
leaves. The leaves have smooth, rolled-under edges, are nearly stalkless, and
are attached to stipules which cover the joints of the stem. The white or rose-

colored flowers occur in the axis (angle of the stem and leaf) of the leaves.
Seeds are 3-angled, about l/D inch long, black, smooth, and shiny.

Douglas knotweed is widely distributed, occurring most commonly on badly
depleted meadows and grassland areas. It apparently prefers areas so badly de-
pleted that much of the topsoil has been lost by erosion. While the presence

of Douglas knotweed in abuniarce denotes a very serious stage of range deple-
tion, it does furnish a little forage. Both sheep and cattle graze it to some

extent.

LARKSPURS (Delphinium app.), W58

Larkspurs are herbs with palmately lobed or divided leaves and with irreg-

ular flowers arranged in terminal racemes. The stems are usually erect with al-

ternate branching. The flowers have 5 petal-like sepals, the upper one spurred

backwards like a 'dunce cap." The 4 petals are in 2 dissimilar pairs, the upper
pair being spur-like with nectar glands at the base and the lower pair being
rather broad. Petals and sepals are 'both colored. They usually are grayish

blue, blue, purplish or white (the petals of some species are sometimes yellow-
ish). Three (sometimee 5) seed pods occur together.

Larkspurs are common on the forest ranges of Oregon and Washington, 5ev-
eral species being very prevalent. From the standpoint of range economics lark-

spurs can be divided into two groups known as "tall larkspur" and "low larkspur."
The tall larkspurs usually form large, tall plants shich grow in moist situa-
tions as compared with the so-called "low larkspurs", woich occur as small, scat-
tered plants on dry sites in open 'woods and grassland types. The tall larkspurs

remain green most of the summer whereas the low larkspu-rs usually dry up in ear-
ly summer. Larkspurs are considered to be good sheep forage but are poisonous
to cattle, particularly in the spring and early summer. They are not consid-

ered poisonous to sheep.

Columbia mookshood (Aconitum colujnbianum), w3, a plant growing in meadows
and along stream banks, is very similar to the "tall" larkspurs both in general
app,arance and in leaf shapes. It differs from the larkspurs largely in that

its upper sepal is modified into a hood that extends over the flower whereas
that of the larkspurs is modified into a spur that extends backwards. Columbia

monkshood is seldom eaten to any extent by cattle but is taken quite well by
cheep.

CARROTLEAF LEPTOTAWETA (Leptotaenia multifida)

Carrotleaf (Leptotaenia multifida) in the Range plant Handbook, 'k104.

Carrotleaf leptotaenia is a perennial herb of the carrot family. It has

a smooth, hollow stem 1 to 3 feet tall. The leaves are compound, mostly basal

but also occurring on flower stalks. The leaflets resemble the leaf of culti-

vated carrot, being finely divided and covered with very fine, down hairs.
Leaf stalks (petioles) of stem leaves are broadened so as to enclose the stem.
Flowers are small, yellow or purple, and borne in compound umbels up to 5 inches
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across. Seeds occur in pairs which part when ripe. They are flattened, smooth,
oblong-elliptical, 1/4 to 1/2 inch long, with a narrow, thickened, corky aide
wing.

Carrotleaf leptotmenla is found in eastern Oregon and Washington on sandy
or rocky areas and on warm southern exposures where the vegetation usually dries
up early in the summer. It is not important as a forage plant for while being
rather palatable when green it dries early in the summer.

LIGUSTICUMS (Ligusticum spp.)

Loveroots (Ligusticum spp.) in the Range Plant Handbook, 14106.

Ligusticwns, commonly known locally as flwildcelery° or wildparsley", are
smooth, dark green, perennial herbs belonging to the carrot family. Stems are
hollow, slender, and smooth. The finely divided, dark green leaves closely re-
semble the leaves of carrot and celery. They are mostly basal, very few grow-
ing on the main stalk. The white or pinkish flowers are borne in flat-topped
clusters (umbels) 2 to 5 inches broad. The seeds are oblong, not flattened,
and prominently ribbed. They vary from 1/8 to 5/16 inch in length.

Ligusticuins grow throughout Oregon and Washington on rich, moist soils
in shady woods, in meadows, along stream banka, and in open parks near timber-
line. They are commonest at high elevations. Ligusticums are excellent forage
for both cattle and sheep as well as for deer and elk.

LUPINES (Lupinus spp.), 14112

The lupines are herbs (a few are ahrube) with alternate, paimately com-
pound leaves divided into 5 to 15 finger-like leaflets. The blue, white, or
yellow flowers occur in racemee. The flowers are pea-like, with the banner
petal (top petal) generally grooved through the center with both sides turned
backwards. There are 10 united stamens all with anthers and alternately long
and short. Seed pods are linear, usually somewhat flattened, and contain from

2 to 12 seeds.

Nearly 50 species and varieties of lupine have been collected on forest
ranges of Oregon and Washington. They occur in about all types at all eleva-
tions but are more common in grasslands and timber types than in meadows.
Lupines vary greatly in their forage value, usually being moderately palatable
to sheep but little utilized by catt1e Under some conditions sheep have been
observed to graze lupine quite heavily. Horses graze lupines well, especially
when in the pods. Several species of lupine are poisonous to sheep and two
species, both found in eastern Oregon and Washington, tailcup lupine (L. can-
datus), 1411.4, and spur lupine (L. lexiflorus) are poisonous to cattle and horses
as well. The most serious losses occur when hungry sheep are allowed to fill
up on lupine. The seeds and pods are the most poisonous part of the plant.

MILKVETCHES AND LOGOS (Astragalu.s spp.)

Milkvetches and locos, commonly called "locoweed.s", are legwninous plants
with pinnately compound leaves and persistent stipules. The purple, pale yellow
or white flowers occur in spike-like racemes or heads. Petala are usually long
and narrow with the keel blunt or rounded.

Many species of milkvetch and locos are found on national forest ranges
in eastern Oregon and Washington but none are very abundant or important forage
species.

PACIFIC MONABDELLA (Monardella odoratissima)

Pacific monardella is a rather low, much-branched herb (sometimes with a
woody base). Stems are square in cross section. Branching is opposite. Leaves



are about 1 inch long, lance-shaped, short-stemmed, grayish-green in color,
finely hairy on both sides and densely dotted, especially beneath. The purple
irregular flowers occur in head-like clusters at the ends of the stems, The
foliage gives off a strong mint odor when crushed.

Pacific monardella occurs commonly on rocky sites (both dry and moist
sites but moat commonly on dry sites) throughout national forest ranges of
eastern Oregon and Washington at medium and high elevations. While a conspic-
uous plant on the range it is of little forage value, being grazed only spar-
ingly by sheep end not at all by cattle.

MONKEYFLOWERS (Mimulus app.), Wl3l

Monkeyflowers are annual or perennial herbs with showy, irregular flowers.
Branching is opposite. The opposite leaves are stalkless and on most species
have several rather prominent and almost parallel veins running lengthwise.
(However, leaves have net veins.) The sepals are united and regular. Petals
are irregular and united to form a funnel which flares out so that 3 lobes are
turned downward end 2 upward. The size of the plants and color of the flowers
vary for different species.

Monkeyflowers occur in moist situations such as meadows, along streams
and around seeps and springs at all elevations in both eastern Oregon and
Washington. Our most common species is Lewis monkeyflower (M. lewisi), which
oceure at medium to high elevations. It is an erect plant with rose-pink or
purple flowers which occurs commonly in the lush vegetation growing adjacent
to streams and springs at high elevations. Most monkeyflowers are of little
or no forage value. Lewis monkeyflower ie not palatable to cattle but is mod-
erately palatable to sheep.

MUSTARD FAMILY

Members of the mustard family are herbs containing a watery, often acid---

tasting juice in the stem. The flowers usually consist of 4 sepals, 4 petals,
6 stamens (2 shorter than the other 4), and 1 pistil. The sepals and petals
are attached below the ovary. The fruit is a pod which may be variously shaped
but which splits lengthwise at maturity. Seeds are small.

Many representatives of the mustard family occur on our ranges but most
species are of little forage value, Tumblemustard (Sisymbrium altissimum,
Norta altissima in the Range Plant Handbook), Wl35, commonly called "Jim Hill
mustard", is one of the common mustards found on national forest ranges. It
is en erect plant with much-branched stems; large, deeply lobed lower leaves,
small upper leaves; and small yellowish-white flowers. The pods are 2 to 4
inches long. Tumblesiustard occurs most commonly below the ponderosa pine
belt. It is much more important at lower elevations than it is on national
forest ranges. It is not grazed to any great extent on summer ranges but is
utilized moderately by sheep in the spring when the plants are young and tender.
In the fall sheep graze the seed pods.

NIGGERHEAD (Rudbeckia occidentalis), Wl63

Niggerhead, sometimes called "coneflower" locally, is a tall perennial
herb of the composite family. The stems are leafy with alternate, simple, ir-
regularly toothed, and hairless or minutely rough-hairy leaves. The lower
leaves are stalked, the stalks being wing-margined. The upper leaves are
stalkless The brownish to purplish flower heads are cone-shaped, containing
only disk flowers.

Niggerhead is found on moist, well-drained sites in meadows and parks and
around springs and seeps at high elevations throughout eastern Oregon and east-
ern Washington. It is worthless as a forage plant, usually remaining untouched
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when all other vegetation is heavily utilized. It ham been observed to be
grazed only on areas where serious range depletion has occurred and where cur-
rent overgrazing is extreme.

80, ONIONS (Allium spp.)., wil

Onions are perennial plants which grow from bulbs. The white, rose, or
purplish flowers occur in umbels on a leafless stalk. Each flower has 6 sta-
mens and 3 petals and 3 sepals which look alike end which are not at all or
only very slightly united. The leaves are basal, eomewhat grasslike, and may
be either cylindrical or flattened. The 'est identifying characteristic is the
onion od,or and taste.

On national forest ranges of Oregon and Washington onions are of only lo-
cal importance. They are all quite palatable (more so to sheep than to cattle)
when green end succulent; but when dry they are seldom grazed. om the stand-
point of forage value onions can be divided into two groups: (1) Tall onions,
of which Pacific onion (A. validum) is most common, that grow in seeps and
meadows and stay green throughout the grazing season and which are choice for-
age plants; and (2) short onions, represented by tapertip onion (A. acuminatum)
and Blue Mountain onion (A. fibrillum), which grow on scab ridges and in open
timber and grasslands, and which are early spring plants, usually drying up be-
fore the main forage plants are ready to be grazed and are, therefore, seldom
utilized.

PAINTBRUSHES AND PAINTEDCUPS (Castilleja app.), W49

Paintbrushes and paintedcups are herbs with numerous red, pink, purple
or yellow flowers occurring in dense terminal leafy spikes. The flowers them-
selves have united petals which form 2 lips, the upper longer than the lower,
and 4 stamens. However, the flowers are borne in large, brightly colored
bracts which usually are more conspicuous and showy than are the flowers them-
selves, The sepals are usually brightly colored almilar to the bracts.

There are many species of paintbrushes and paintedcups on our ranges,
with no one species of outstanding importance. They are of secondary impor-
tance as forage plants, usually occurring scattered on moist meadow sites but
sometimes in grassland and timber types as well,

PEDICULARISES (Pedicularie app.)

Fernleafs (Pedicularis app.) in the Range Plant Handbook, W1112.

Pedicularises are perennial herbs found most commonly in meadows or tim-
ber types. They can be distinguished by their 2-lipped corolla (petals united),
the upper part of which is bent in such a way as to form a long beak much re-
sembling an elephants trunk. The flowera, which occur in spikes or racernea,
have 4 stamens in 2 pairs of unequal length, all with anthera. The leaves
usually are pinnately divided into fine segments.

Two species of pedicularis are moat common on ranges of eastern Oregon and
Washington. One, elephenthead pedicularis (P. groenlandica), which occurs quite
commonly on wet meadows, has crimson to rose or reddish-purple flowers. The
other, sickletop pedicularis (p. racemosa), is common in meadows and in moist
woods in eastern Washington and to a more limited extent in eastern Oregon. It
has white flowers and simple leaves with doubly toothed margins. Although most
species of pedicularis are of little forage value, elephanthead pedicularia is
sometimes grazed quite well by sheep.

PENSTEMONS (Penstemon spp.). W144

Penstemons, commonly called 'beardtongues", are perennial herbs and shrubs
with opposite branching and showy flowers. The petals are united to form a
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tube, the mouth of which is irregular and 2iipped. Each flower contains 5
stamens, 4 bearing anther and 1 without an anther, The sterile stamen is
thickened towards the tip, the thickened portion with hairs (hence the name

"beardtongue"). The leaves are simple and oppositeS Stem leaves are stalk-
lees. Basal leaves are stalked.

Many species of penstemona are native to eastern Oregon and Washington,
different species varying widely as to oi1 and climate reouirements. They
are particularly abundant on meadow and grassland types at high elevations and
on meadows at medium elevations. However, they also occur on timbered and
grassland ranges at all elevations. As a rule shrubby species are of no f or-
age value to domestic livestock. The herbaceous species are grazed moderately
well by sheep and lightly by cattle. On many sites they increase in abundance
as the better forage species are killed out.

Littleflower penstemon (p. procerus) is probably our most common herba-
ceous species. It has pale blue or purple flowers clustered at the ends of
erect stems with entire, opposite leavee Yellow penstemon (P. confertus)
is probably our second most important species. it is very similar to little-
flower penstemon except that it has pale yellow flowers. Scabland penstemon
(p. deustus), a species common to grassland and open woods below and in the
ponderosa pine zone, can be distinguished by its yellowish-white flowers and
toothed leaves, It is conspicuous but is of little forage value.

BROWNS PEONY (Paeonia brown!), W140

Browns peony is a smooth, fleshy, succulent herb growing from 1/2 foot to
2 feet tall. The leaves are bluish, somewhat fleshy and waxy, and are finely
divided into narrow lobes, Flowers have 5 or 6 green or purplish sepale which
are longer than the 5 to 10 dull, brownish-red petals. Seed pods are broad,
smooth and leathery, 1 to l- inches long, and contain several black seeds.

Browns peony is found scattered in the ponderosa pine type and in dry
meadow and grass types at medium to high elevations in both eastern Oregon and
Washington. It occurs most commonly on southern exposures. In the spring and
early summer while succulent, Browns peony is an excellent forage for sheep,
the entire plant sometimes being taken even on lightly grazed ranges. It is
not as palatable to sheep after the plants become dry and brittle. Cattle
apparently do not graze Browns peony to any extent.

PHLOXES (phlox app.), W147

Phloxes are low, showy herbs (sometimes with woody baaee). Leaves are
opposite, with smooth margins and varying shapes (usually narrow and sometimes
stiff and prickly). The showy white, blue, purplish or reddish flowers occur
in clusters at the ends of the stems. Each flower contains 5 petals united so
as to form a slender tube which flares into a 5-lobed flat top.

Phloxes are found throughout our ranges, usually in grassland types on
dry, rocky or gravelly soils. They are common at high altitudes. Our species
are of no forage value on summer ranges, seldom being cropped by either cattle
or sheep.

PUSSYTOES (Antermaria app.), Wl6
COMMON PEAPLEVERLASTING (Anaphalis margaritacea), W13

Pussytoes, often called everlasting', are low perennial herbs of the
composite family. Most plants of this genus have numerous basal leaves and
some stem leaves. Leaves are alternate, usually entire, smafl, grayish-white,
woolly-hairy, and usually form low rosettes or leaf mats. The upright stems
are usually lees than 1 foot tall, terminating in one or more smmfl (about
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1/4 inch) white or straw-colored (rose in one speCie8) flower heads composed en-
tirely of disk flowers. The involucre bracts are the Conspicuous part of the
flower head, occurring in several rows. Most species are characterized by
creeping stems (stolons).

Pussytoes are very common to dry sites at all elevations in both eastetn
Oregon and eastern Washington. They are of little forage value but are cropped
occasionally by both sheep and cattle. They often increase in abundance on de-
teriorated grassland ranges.

Pussytoes are often confused with the closely related common pearlever-
lasting. Common pearleverlasting does not have the creeping atems or the
tufted basal leaves which are charabteristic of most øf the puasytoes but is
otherwise quite similar in appearance. It has a very leafy stem as compared
with the sparse stem leaves of pussytoes. Although it is sometimes grazed by
both sheep and cattle, usually common pearleverlasting is considered to be of
little value s a forage plant. It occurs most commonly on old burns or cut-
over areas but is also found in timbered types and in meadows.

STRAWBERRIES (Fragaria spp.), W77

Strawberries are low, perennial herbs which have rootstalks as well as
runners which produce new plants by rooting at the tips. Its white flowers,
which average about 1/2 to 1 inch in diameter, have 5 petals, 5 sepals, numer-
ous stamens and numerous pistils. Leaves are all basal. They are palmately
compound, consisting of 3 leaflets with toothed margins. The fruit is red
and edible, very similar to the commercial straWberry but much smaller.

Strawberries occur on all national forests in eastern Oregon and Washing-
ton, being limited mainly to meadows and timber types. Although they occur
very commonly and sometimes in considerable abundance, on the whole they are
of little forage value. Roth sheep and cattle have been observed to graze
strawberries sparingly.

S%4EETANISE (Osmorhiza occidentalis), W137

Sweetanise is an erect and smooth perennial herb of the carrot family.
The hollow stems vary up to 4 feet in height. The leaves are 2 or 3 times
divided, slightly hairy, and occur on stalks which are sheathing at the base.
Leaflets are coarsely saw-toothed, sometimes are cut in on one side near the
base, and vary in size up to 4 inches in length and 1 inch in width. Leaves
and stems have a licorice odor when crushed and the fruits taste like licorice
or anise. The small white or yellow flowers are borne in compound umbels.
The fruits are linear-club-shaped, wingless, 5-angled in cross section, prom-
inently ribbed and about 5/8 inch long.

Sweetanise inhabits moist, well drained areas in grasslands, timbered
ranges, and meadows at medium to high elevations. It usually occurs as scat-
tered plants, never making up an importaflt part of the stand. It is en excel-
lent forage for both cattle and sheep as well as for elk.

Another species of the genus Osmorhiza, spreading sweetroot (0. divan-
cata), is found commonly on timbered ranges. It has spines on the ribs of
the fruit (fruit of sweetanise has smooth ribs). Spreading sweetroot is
similar to sweetanise in importance as a forage plant.

CLUSTER TARRIED (Madia glomerata)

Cluster tarweed is an erect, very leafy, sticky-hairy annual herb (1 foot
or less in height) belonging to the composite family. Its leaves are narrow,
linear, and very hairy. The small yellow flower heads consist of either 4 to
8 disk flowers and 2 to 5 ray flowers or the disk flowers alone, the ray flow-
ers being absent. The involucre scales yield a tarry exudation. The plants
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give off a strong odor when crushed.

Cluster tarweed is a widely scattered species occurring in thick stands
on depleted meadow and grassland ranges and sometimes on depleted timbered
ranges at all elevations. It is worthless as a forage plant since it is sel-
dom if ever taken even sparingly by any class of livestock on properly grazed
ranges. Its presence in any great amount usually indicates a depleted range,

MOUNTAIN THErU4OPSIS (Thermopsis montana)

Mountain goldenpea (Thermopsis montana) in the Range Plant Handbook, Wl86.

Mountain thermopsis, often called "mountain goldenpea" and "yellow pea"
locally, is a perennial herb with large, golden-yellow, pea-like flowers.
Flowers have 5 irregular petals, the upper broad and spreading, the 2 side
petals large, broadly oval, and the lowest united into a boat-like keel as
long as or longer than the 2 side petals. The 5 hairy sepals are united
forming a tube. Pods are dark-oolored, l to 4 inches long, usually straight
and erect, flat, narrow, and many-seeded. The leaves are palmately compound
with 3 smooth-margined, round-tipped leaflets from 1 to 3 inches long. They
usually are hairless above and hairy beneath. The stipules at the base of
the leaf stalk are very prominent.

Mountain thermopeis grows in timbered ranges where it occurs in mixture
with pinegrass, elk sedge and lupine. It has been noted by the writer to be
common in the Blue and Wallowa Mountains in eastern Oregon and is reported in
the Range Plant Handbook to occur in eastern Washington. It is worthless as
a forage plant, for while conspicuous on the range it is grazed only on badly
overgrazed ranges.

AMERICAN VETCH (Vicia americana), W203

American vetch is a perennial herb with smooth, climbing, 4-sided vine-
like stems. The flower cluster (raceme) Is loose, 1-sided, and 3- to 9-flow-
ered; the purple-blue flowers are pea-like. The seed pods are short-stalked,
flat, hairless, 2- to several-seeded, varying in length up to 2 inches.
Leaves are pinnately compound with the terminal leaflet reduced to a tendril.
Leaflets are hairless, nearly stemless, oval or elliptic to narrowly oblong,
with pointed or rounded tips, 8 to 14 per leaf, and vary in length up to
about l inches.

American vetch is common in "pinegrass" ranges in ponderosa pine or
ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir types. It is very palatable to all classes of
livestock and soon disappears from the mixture if the area is overgrazed.

WESTERN WATERHEMLOCK (Cicuta occidentalie), W53

Western waterhemlock, commonly called "poisonparsnip" locally, is an ex-
tremely poisonous plant belonging to the carrot family. The stout, hollow,
hairless, ridged stems grow up to 6 feet (usually 2 or 3 feet) tall from short,
stout, foul-smelling, tuber-like rootstalks. The rootstalks have numerous
horizontal chambers. The leaves are compound, the leaflets being narrowly
to broadly lance-shaped, up to about 4 inches long with toothed margins.
Secondary leaf veins appear to terminate in the notches between the teeth
of the margins as compared with Lyall angelica, eweetanise, and other plants
of similar appearance for which the secondary leaf veins appear to terminate
in the tips of the teeth. The white flowers are borne in compound umbels.
The fruits are hairless with 2 parts which separate when ripe; they are ob-
long or globe-shaped, about 1/8 inch long, with flat, corky ribs. The herb-
age has a disagreeable odor when crushed.

Western waterhemlock is found in both Washington and Oregon in swampy
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areas on meadows end along stream banks at low to medium elevations. It is
one of our most poisonous plants to all classes of livestock. Although all
parts of the plants are poisonous the roots are the most toxic.

MULESEARS WYETHIA (Wyethia amplexicaulis)

Mules-ears (Wyethia amplexicaulis) in the Range Plant Handbook, W206.

Mulesears wyethia, commonly called "wyethia" and 'sunflower", is a smooth,
tufted perennial herb belonging to the composite family. The numerous oblong-
lance-shaped or oval basal leaves vary up to 15 inches in length and 4 inches
in width. The leaf blades are leathery with rather glossy surface and smooth
or finely toothed margins. The large, showy flower heads occur on leafy stems
and contain yellow disk flowers and yellow ray flowers frdm 1 to 2 inches long.
Involucre scales occur in 2 or 3 rows.

Mulesears wyethia is found in both eastern Oregon and eastern Washington,
where it occurs in meadows, grassland and open timber types. It most commonly
forms dense stands over limited areas but also occurs as occasional scattered
plants. Mulesears wyethia Is of only moderate palatability to sheep. It is
usually considered to be a poor cattle forage but is sometimes taken quite
well by cattle in the spring and early summer.

WHITEIIEAD WYETHIA (ytyethia helianthoides), W2O6
WOOLLY WYETHIA (Wyethia mollis), W207

Whitehead wyethia closely resembles mulesears wethia but differs largely
in that Its leaves are much larger (1 to 2 feet long) and covered with short,
stiff hairs as compared with the leaves of mulesears wyethia which are leftth-
ery and glossy. It has large white or pale yell flower heads.

Whitehead wyethia occurs in both eastern Oregon and eastern Washington
where it sometimes is the predominating species in open parks and dry meadows.
It is not very palatable to livestock, being grazed slightly by sheep and
horses.

Woolly wyethia, called woolly mules-ears in the Range plant Handbook, a
species quite similar to whitehead wyethia, occurs in southern Oregon. It
differs chiefly by having soft, densely hair-covered leaves and bright yellow
flowers. The forage value of this species is given in the Range Plant Hand-
book as "low in palatability for cattle and only slightly better for sheep.
The flower heads are the most palatable part of the plant and are usually
eaten with relish."

WESTERN YARROW (Achillea lanulosa), Wl

Western yarrow, also called "wild-tansy", is a strong-scented perennial
herb with erect stems terminating In white, showy, flat-topped clusters of
flower heads. The leaves are narrowly lance-shaped In outline but are divided
into many very fine, narrow, crowded divisions giving the leaf a fern-like
appearance. Leaves are alternate on the flower stalk and in basal tufts.
The individual flower heads are small with white ray flowers and small yellow
disk flowers. The whole plant gives off a strong odor when crushed.

Western yarrow is one of our most widely scattered and commonest plants.
It is common to grassland, meadows, and timber types in eastern Oregon and
Washington where it seems to prefer well drained, dry situations. It is
nearly always found on range lands regardless of their condition but in-
creases markedly, often forming dense stands, on badly overgrazed meadows
or grassland areas where good soils remain. As a forage plant it is of
only secondary importance. It is fairly palatable to sheep but is grazed
only lightly by cattle. The flower heads are the part of the plant most

often grazed.
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SHRUBS

ALDERS (Alnus spp.), Bll

Alders are trees and shrubs with gray bark, alternate branching, and dark
green leaves, usually with doubly toothed margins. The male flower is a droop-
ing catkin occurring in groups of 3 or 4. The female flowers occur in woody,
egg-shaped, cone-like caikins. The pith is triangular in cross section.

Thinleaf alder (Alnus tenuifolia), given as mountain alder in the Range

Plant Handbook, is probably the most common species in eastern Oregon and
Washington. It is common along streams and river bottoms. Since it is low
in palatability to both cattle and sheep and is often inaccessible to them,
it is of little forage value.

QUAKING ASPEN (populus tremuloides)

Western aspen (populus treinuloides) in the Range Plant Handbook, Blil.

Quaking aspen, locally called "trembling aspen", and "aspen", is a tree
with alternate branching and a smooth grayish-white or green-gray bark, The

leaves are somewhat rounded or heart-shaped, being broadest near the middle,
somewhat heart-shaped at the base, and irregularly toothed on the margins.
The flattened leaf stalk i from 1-1/4 to 3 inches long.

Quaking aspen occurs as scattered trees or small groves in parks and on
slopes at medium and high elevations in Oregon and Washington rather than as
forests as it does in some parts of its range, It is a good forage plant, be-
tog moderately palatable to cattle and very palatable to sheep. It is also a
good forage for deer and elk.

CASCADES AZALEA (Rhododendron albiflorun)

False-azalea (Azaleastrum albiflorum) in the Range Plant Handbook, B30.

Cascades azalea is an erect shrub 2 to 6 feet high. Branching is alter-
nate but the leaves are clustered towards the ends of the twigs so they some-
times appear whorled. The branches are covered with rusty, glandular hairs
when young, becoming hairless when older. Leaves vary in length up to 3
inches, are oval or oblong, acute at tip but tapering towards base, rusty-
hairy and paler green beneath. Leaf margins are either smooth or wavy. The

white, bell-shaped flowers are very fragrant, about 1 inch across, and occur
solitary or in few-flowered clusters. The sepals are hairy and remain with
the seed pod.

Cascades azalea is limited to the upper part of the conifer belt where it
occurs associated with alpine fir, mountain hemlock, Engelmann spruce, and

whitebark pine. It is very common in the Cascade Mountains where it forms
dense stands but is not so common in the Blue Mountains. Cascades azalea is
poisonous and causes many sheep losses, particularly in Washington. The spec-
ies is unpalatable and livestock do not crop it to any extent unless forced
by overgrazing, close herding, or trailing. yortunately, it occurs most
abundantly on timbered areas unsuited to grazing. However, where it does
occur on range lands livestock losses can be minimized by practicing open

herding and light use.

ANTELOPE BITTERBRUSH (Purshia tridentata)

Bitterbrush (purshia tridentata) in the Range plant Handbook, Bll6.

Antelope bitterbrush, commonly called "bitterbrush" locally, is a much-
branched shrub with gray-green to brownish-green bark. The leaves are
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alternate but so crowded as to appear bunched. They vary from 1/4 inch to 3/4
inch in length, are wedge-shaped, 3-lobed at the tip, and taper towards the
base. Flowers are yellow. The herbage has a bitter taste.

Antelope bitterbrush is found on dry, well-drained elopes and hillsides
in both eastern Oregon and eastern Washington. On national forest ranges it
seems to associate quite largely with western juniper and ponderosa pine
types. However, off the forests it is also found on extensive areas of sage-
brush types. Antelope bitterbrush is our most important browse species, being
good forage for cattle and aheep as well as deer and elk. On some ranges,
particularly on the Deschutes end Fremont Forests, it is the principal forage
species. When overgrazed by cattle bitterbrush takes on a low, "hedged"
appearance.

BLACKBERRIES (Rubus app.)

Blackberries usually are trailing or erect shrubs armed with prickles or
thorns. The leaves are alternate and compound (simple in a few species),
being divided into 3 leaflets. Flowers have 5 sepals, 5 petals, and numerous
stamens. The fruit is fleshy, much resembling the fruit of the cultivated
blackberries or raspberries. (These are not true berries. A berry is a
pulpy, many-seeded fruit with an outer skin, as for example, in "huckleberries"
and currants.)

With the exception of western thimbleberry (R. parviflorum), species of
the blackberry genus are not common on our ranges. They are much more common
west of the Cascade Mountains. They do occur to some extent east of the Cas-
cade Mountains, however, being more common in Washington than in Oregon. As
a class blackberries are low in forage value, seldom being utilized by either
cattle or sheep. However, they are of considerable forage value on cut-over
lands west of the Cascades.

WESTERN THIMBLEBEBRY (Rubus pa.rviflorus)

Thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus) in the Range Plant Handbook, Bl39.

Western thimbleberry is an erect shrub. Branching is alternate. Leaves
are simple, palmately lobed (3 to 5 lobes), long-stalked and from 3 to 12
inches broad. Leaf blades vary from practically hairlees to soft-hairy. Les.f
margins are unevenly toothed. Stems are without thorns or prickles and have
brownish bark which becomes sheddy with age. Young twigs and leaf stalks are
hairy. The showy white flowers are 1 to 2 inches across; they have 5 petals,
5 sepals, and many stamens, and occur in few-flowered clusters. The fruit is
red and fleshy, 1/2 to 1 inch across, much resembling the cultivated raspberry

Western thimbleberry is probably the most common species of on our
ranges. It is common to moist situations in both Oregon and Washington, oc-
curring principally as understory vegetation in coniferous woods and in river
bottoms, along streams and around springs. It is poor cattle forage and fair
sheep forage.

BLUEBERRIES AND WHORTLEBERRIES (Vaccinium spp.), 5154

Blueberries and whortleberries are more commonly called "huckleberries"
in the Northwest. However, the name "huckleberry" in commerce is applied to
berries from a different group of plants than our native "huckleberries."
For this reason the Forest Service uses the name "blueberry" to apply to our
species of the genus Vaccinlum with blue berries, and "whortleberries" to
those with other than blue berries. Blueberries and whortleberries are shrubs
with alternate leaves the margins of which are smooth or very finely toothed.
Branches are usually angular in cross section, sometimes quite square. Flow-
ers are bell-shaped or urn-shaped with either 4 or 5 petals and twice as many
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stamens as p.tals. The fruit is a red, blue, purple or black edible bexy

Blueberries and whortleberries are found In mountain ranges of easteru
Oregon and Washington, most cosusonly at medium and high elevations. They
occur in coniferous woods at medium elevationt and in coniferous woods, open-
ings, and burns at hIgh elevetio. Grouse whortleberry (V. scoparium), our
most common species, locally called little huckleberry" and "grouse bookie-
berry", is a low shrub usually found assocIated with lodgepole pine and west-
ern larch. It has light green, finely toothed leaves (1/2 inch or less in
length), angular stems and small red berrIes. It is of low palatability to
both sheep and cattle but considerable use of it ha sometimes been obtained
by sheep where it occurs in pure stands over large areas. Utilization of
this type of forage, however, is usually accompanied by serious depletion of
more palatable and accessible forage elsewhere. Big whortleberry (V. mem-
branaoeu,n), Bl55, is also common throughout our ranges, being an important
understory plant in coniferous woods and a chief shrub on old burns. It
grows up to 5 feet tall and has large black, tasty berries. It is poor
cattle forage but is fair sheep forage when it grows on areas accessible to
grazing, It has been observed to be heavily grazed by both deer and elk.
Delicious blueberry (V. deliciosum) is a dwarfed species very common at high-
er elevations Ia the Casdade Mountains. It ba large blue berries. The
plants seldom grow to more than a foot in height. It is of moderate pala-
tability to sheep.

RUSSET BUFFALOBERRY (Shepherdia canadeneis)

Russet buffaloberry (Lepargyrea canadensis) in Range Plant Handbook, B90.

Russet buffaloberry is a woody shrub from 3 to 9 feet tall. Stems have
brown bark. Branching is opposite. The leaves are opposite, oval to egg-
shaped, with smooth margins and a short stalk. They vary from 1/2 inch to 2
inches in length. The Leaf blade is green above and silvery with brown spots
underneath. These brown spots serve as a handy identifying characteristic.
The reddish-yellow fruit is round and barn y -like.

Russet buffaloberry is found in both eastern Oregon end eastern Washington,
occurring most commonly in openings in lodgepole pine stands and in dry creek
bottoms. Although the species is of practically no forage value to domestic
livestock it has been observed to be taken quite well by deer and elk in the
Blue Mountains.

CEANOTHUSES (Ceanothus spp.)

Of the several species of ceanothus in eastern Oregon and Washington 3

species are the most important. These are snowbrush ceanothus (C. velutinus),
aUed "snowbrush" in the Range Plant Handbook, B47; redstem ceanothus

(C. sanguineus), B46; and deerbrush ceenothus (C. integerrimus), called
"deerbrush" in the Range Plant Handbook, B44. These species are all shrubs
with alternate branching and with leaves which have 3 main ribs from near the
base of the blade.

Snowbrush ceanothue is a spreading shrub with thick, dark green, shiny
evergreen leaves which are sticky-resinous above end pale-velvety beneath,
with finely toothed margins. Leaf stalks are about 1/2 inch long. Flowers
are white, occur in large, showy clusters, and have a strong, sweet odor.
Snowbrush ceanothus is a very common plant on our mountainous ranges. Its
altitudinel range is from the ponderosa pine zone to near timberline. It
forms dense patches on south slopes and in open stands of coniferous woods.
It often forms dense stands after fires. It is usually considered to be of
practically no forage value, seldom being grazed by either cattle or sheep.
However, sheep have been observed to utilize young leaves and flower clusters
in the spring, the nipped twigs sending out new growth soon after being grazed.
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ewbrusk cosmothus ftrnishes donsiderable forage for deer on concentration
areas and has been obeersed to be utilized by elk in the Blue Mountaifla.

Redstem ceanothu.s is a aedijuit to tall spreading ,hrub with white blossoms.
It resembles anowbrush ceanothus except that it is not evergreen and its leaves
are thin rather than leathery in texture and perhaps not so strotly 3-ribbed
from base. It is less abundant than snowbrush ceenotbus but is a good forage
for cattle and sheep as well as deer and elk.

Deerbrush ceanothus is a tall shrub with showy blue flowers. It is most
common in southern Oregon. Deerbruah ceanothus is a good forage for both
cattle and Sheep as well as for deer.

CRRIES (Prunu. spp.)

Cherries are trees or shrubs with alternate branching and simple leaves
with finely toothed margins. The pink or white flowers occur in racelnes,
corymbe or umbel, each flower having 5 sepals, 5 petals, and 15 to 20 sta-
mens. The fruit is a flashy drape. The bitter, puckery taste of the fruit
is a good identifying characteristic. The bark is characteristic, being
smooth, gray-brown and marked with lenticels (s)its or corky atresks which
go around the limbs $omewhat resembling birchbsz-k).

Two species of cherries are found commonly on our ranges. Thest *e west-
ern chokecherry (P. Tir4nLana demjsa, p. denipsa in the Range Plant mdbook),
B1l4, which has its flewers and fruit arranged in raceees, and bitter cherry
(P. emerginata), Bll5, which has its flowers end fruit arranged in corynbz.
Western chokecherry is poor to fair forage for both cattle and sheep on the
open range. Under abnormal conditions along driveways mmd *round corrals and
pastureS where other forage is sparse so that oui4erable of the foliage is
atilized eriou losses of both cattle med sheep y be obtained from prussie
acid poisoning. Bitter cherry is of low palatability to cattle and fairly
palatable to sheep, and apparently is not poisonons.

DOQ\O0I (Cornue app.)

Dogwoods are trees or s (ens on herb) with opposite braaehin. The
leaves are simple, so*ewhat elliptic with mmooth margins. Leaf weip are very
promin.at. The flowers are U a*d occur in clusters at the ends of the
branches. In a few specie. the casters are head-like and serreunited by white
petal-like bracts. The frnit oceowo as clustars of berry-like drapes.

Dogwoods are found tkreughct the national forests of Oregon and Washing-
ton, occurring most coenionly along streams, in bottom lands and in moist sites
in coniferous woods. The two nest c species found en range lands are
western dogwood (C. occidonteljs) redosjer dogwood (C. stolomifara), the
latter being the most common. ibese two species are quite similar in appear-
ance, both being shrubs, both having red bark, sad both lacking the large,
showy white bract around the flower clusters. two specieS have these white
petal-like banets around th. flower clusters: pacific dogwood (C. tt.i),
364, a tree growing mest of the Casca4. inge; end bunohberry dogwood

(C. canedensis), oomly mailed ekerb dogwoode, en herbaceous species seldom

growing more tha* 2 feet tall, found commonly in moist woodw throughout east-
ern Oregon shingtoa. of the dogwoods are of any forage value,
seldom being utiliSed by eithsr o*ttle o sheep.

U.D$ (e .pp.)

Ildswu are ehaube or .0 trues. shing is opposite. 5teea hate a
image central pith. Leaves are pist.li cuepound with finely toothed leaf-
let.. flowers are uwall, .eeerriag La lerge terminal elw.terø. ft. trait is
berry-like.



Elders are found as scattered plants throughout national forest ranges
of eastern Oregon and Washington. Three species are rather common: Blueberry
elder (5. cerulea), Bl43; Pacific red eider (S. callicarpa); and blackbead
e1d.r (S. melanocarpa), 0145. All three of these species are good sheep for-
age and fairly good cattle forage, being more palatable in the sussner and fall
than in the spring.

CALIFORNIA FILBERT (Corylus californica)

California hazel (Corylue californica) in the Range Plant Handbook, B66.

California filbert, commonly known locally as "hazel', is a shrub with
alternate branching. Leaves are oval to egg-shaped in outline with heart-
shaped or rounded bases and pointed tips. Leaf blades are hairy on both sides
with doubly toothed margins. The fruit is a nut enclosed in 2 bristly-hairy
leaf-like bracts which are much longer than the nut.

California filbert is found on national forests of eastern Oregon and
Washington along streams, in canyon bottoms, and on moist slopes. It seldom
occurs in dense stands. It is of very minor forage value, seldom being
utilized by either cattle or sheep.

GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRARTS (Ribes spp.)

Gooseberries (Grossularia spp.), 084, and currants (Ribes spp.), B130,
in the Range Plant Handbook.

Gooseberries and currants are shrubs with simple, alternate, palmately
veined or palmately lobed leaves. All gooseberries end some currants have
prickles but some currants do not. Flowers occur in few-to-many-flowered
clusters. Each flower has 5 sepals united into a tube, 5 petals, 5 stamens,
and 1 pistil. Fruit is a berry. With gooseberries the stem comes off with
the berries when the berries are picked as compared with currants for which
the berries come free of the stem.

There are rnslny species of currants and gooseberries of which 6 species
are most widespread and will be seen most frequently on our ranges. These can
be separated by use of the following key.

a. Stems and twigs without prickies.

b. Fruit red, leaves mostly 1 inch or less in diameter.
WAX CURRANT (R. cereum), B13l.

bb. Fruit black, leaves mostly 2 inches or more in diameter.
c. Leaves sticky, flowers 13 or less in a cluster.

STICKY CURRANT (B. viscosissimwn), Bl33.

cc. Leaves not sticky, herbage with strong unpleasant odor,
flowers 15 to 50 per cluster.

WESTERN BlACK CURRANT (B. petiolare), B132,

aa. Stems or twigs with prickles.
b. Fruit sterns fall with fruit; stem whitish.

WHITESTEM GOOSEBERS! (R. inerme), 884.

bb. Fruit stems do not fall with fruit.
c. Fruit black. Leaves not hairy or sticky.

PRICKLY CURRANT (B. lacustre), B130.

cc. Fruit red. Leaves hairy, sticky beneath.
- GOOSEBERRY CURRANT (B. montigenurn), B130.
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Currants and gooseberries ere widely scattered on our ranges occurring
under a variety of conditions. 'They are most frequently seen in moist conif-
erous woods and along streamS and river bottoms. However, some species occur
on dry south slopes and ridge8. In general they are poor to fair cattle f or-
age and fairly good sheep forage. They also furnish some forage for deer and
elk.

CREEPING MAHONIA (Mahonia repens)

Creeping hollygrape (Odostemon repens) in the RangeLent Handbook, B99.

Creeping mahonia, commonly called "Oregon grape" and "creeping western
barberry", is a low trailing shrub 4 to 12 inches tall with pinnately compound
leaves of 3 to 7 sharp-toothed leaflets. The leaflets are about l to 2 inches
long, pale green or often bluish in color with weak, prickle-like teeth on the
margins. The flowers are yellow and the fruits are blue or purple berries.

Creeping xnahonia occurs east of the Cascade Mountains in both Oregon and
Washington, usually on dry, rocky southern exposures. It also is quite com-
mon in timbered areas. Creeping mahonia is of no forage value since it is
seldom if ever grazed. Although it contains a toxic substance it is doubtful
if it ever causes livestock bases.

BEARBERRY HONEYSUCKLE (Lonicera involucrata), B95

Bearberry honeysuckle, commonly called "twinberry", is a shrub, usually
from 3 to 6 feet tall. Branching is opposite. The leaves vary in length from
2 to 6 inches. The leaf blades are oval, tapering to a point, hairy, dark
green in color and with very prominent veins. Both the fruit and flowers
occur in pairs enclosd in a dark red bract. The fruit ia a black berry.

Bearberry honeysuckle is found throughout national forest ranges in east-
ern Oregon and Washington along stream banks and in other moist situations.
It is of little forage value for either cattle or sheep.

GREENLEAF MANZMIITA (Arctostaphylos patula), Bl7

Greenleaf ma.nzenita is a shrub usually less than 10 feet tall with crook-
ed, very stout limbs and smooth, dark red bark. Branching is alternate. The
leaves are bright green on both sides, leathery, shining and smooth, up to
2 inches long, somewhat elliptic in shape with pointed tips, rounded or heart-
shaped bases and smooth margins. The pink urn-shaped flowers occur in clus-
ters. The fruit is a brown or black berry.

Greenleaf manzanita is most common in the ponderosa pine zone of southern
Oregon where it forms dense stands after fires. However, it is not limited to
this area and may be found as occasional plants in the Blue Mountains and at
low elevations in the Cascades. It is practically worthless as forage, al-
though new shoots are occasionally taken in limited amounts by sheep.

BEARREBRY (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), BlB

Bearberry, commonly called "kinnikinnick" locally, is a low, prostrate
evergreen shrub. Branching is alternate. Bark is dark red or brownish, be-
oming sheddy with age. Leaves are leathery, dark green above, lighter green

below, spatula-shaped, rounded at the tip, tapering towards the base, with
smooth margins. The white or pink urn-shaped flowers occur in small clusters.
The fruit is a berry which varies in color from pink to bright red.

Bearberry is found throughout the mountains of eastern Oregon and
Washington in coniferous woods. It is often associated with pinegrass and
occasionally grows in openings but more commonly under dense conifer stands.
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It is not grazeo by either cattle or sheep but has been observad to be grazed
to a limited extent by deer.

MAPLES (Acer spp.)

Maples are trees and shrubs with oppos e brancbng end palmately vejned
and lobed leaves.

Two species of maples, Rocky tountain maple 'A, glatrus), B6. anu vine
maple (A. circinatum), B5, occur on n tional forest rangos of ea.tern Oregon
and Washington. Rocky Mountain maple us it leaves Oivided into 3 ft 5 lbei
whereas the leaves of vine maple are diviied into 7 to 9 lobes. Poth species
of maple occur on moist slopes, along streass and in canyon bottoms. Rocky
Mountain maple is found throughout am- mountaIn ranges but vine maple is not
so widely distributed. It occurs commonly on the east slopes of the Cascade
Mountains in Washington but is limited in eastern Oregon.

RED MOUNTAINHEATH (Phyllodoce empetriformis, BllQ

Red mountainheath is a low matted shrub with small needle-like, sligitly
grooved, stemless leaves (1/2 inch long or less). L eves are crowded on the
stem. The pink, red or purple flowers are tell-shaped, each borne on slen-
der stalk in a somewhat flattened or round-topped cluster at ends of st us.

Red mountenheath is common in the subalpine and alpine cones of Oreg n
and Washington where it occupies suxny but protected places suck ac tincer
fringes, sides of ridges, and benches. It is common around thc euges of hrgh
mountain meadows. 7cc nountainheati - whIle abundant is r.o5 u lzed ny ce°tre
and is utilized by sheep only or scriousl,j overgrazad areas.

llb. CUPLLEAF MOIJNTAINMfHOGANY (Cercocarpus le0ifolius. 550

Curileaf mountalnmahogany - locall0 known as "mountainmanogan: , Ic a al
shrub with alternate branching, Lesves are altarnate r clu,tareu essrgraen.
leathery in texture, simple, short stalked, somewhat hairy above and pale or
rusty beneath, with smooth margins that base a tenoency to roll under, Leaves
vary considerably in size but usually are about 1 inch 1 ng and lasc than 1
inch wide. The seed has a long, feathery tail. The wood Is very hero.

Curlleaf mountainmaliogany is found in both Oregon and Wachington where ft
usually occupies dry, rocky ridges and slopes, often called 'nerogan rIo cc.
It is of little or no forage value to either cattle or sheep on cumiser ranges
but is one of the important browse plants on winter near ranges. It s also
grazed by elk.

117. MYRTLE PACHISTIMA (Pachistima myrsinites)

Myrtle boxleaf (Pachistima myr,inites) in the Range Plant Handbo k, '3107.

Myrtle pachistima, variously called "mountain-lover', "goatbusu', and
"Oregon boxwood" locally, is a low, often prostrat' shrub seldom exceeding
to 3 feet in height. Leeva are opposite, ovate or oblong, 1 Inch to 1
inches long, being finely toothed abovc the middle and having rolled under
margins.

Myrtle pachistima is quite abundant, growing principally in coniferous
woods. It is commonly associated with "pinegrass ranges" where it is ften
confused with bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva ursi). It is of no forage value
to domestic livestock but is grazed to some extent by both deer and elk.



NINEBARKS (Physocarpus spp.)

Ninebarks (Opulaster spp.) in the Range Plant Handbook, B103.

Ninebarks are shrubs with exfoliating bark (shedding bark that comes off
in layers). The leaves are alternate, palmately 3- to 5-lobed with toothed
margine, much resembling the leaves of come species of currants. The white
flowers have 5 petals, 5 united sepals and many stamens and occur in denee,
umbrella-shaped clusters (corylabs). The fruit occurs as small paired pods.

Ninebarke occur commonly in eastern Oregon and eastern Washington, usually
around rock outcrops or stony sites on slopes and along streams. Mallow nine-
bark (p. malvaceus) is our most common species. Ninebarks usually are poor for-
age plants for cattle and fair for sheep. However, in some instances cattle
have been observed to utilize them quite well.

RABBITBRUSHES (Chrysothamnus spp.), B54

Rabbitbrushes, also commonly called "yellowbrushes" locally, are leafy
evergreen shrubs belonging to the composite family. Branching is alternate.
Leaves are narrow with smooth margins. Flower heads are yellow and arranged
in 3- to 7-flowered clusters at the ends of the stems.

Rabbitbrushes are found in eastern Oregon and eastern Washington most
commonly in and below the ponderosa pine zone. They prefer dry, hot situa-
tions and are often associated with sagebrushes. Two species, each of which
has several varieties, are most abundant. Rubber rabbitbrush (C. nauseosus)
can be recognized by its longer leaves and the whitish, woolly appearance of
the branches and leaves, particularly on new growth. It gets its name °rubber
rabbitbrush" because it is a potential source of rubber. Douglas rabbitbrush
(C. viscidiflorus) is a smaller plant which does not have the whitish, woolly
appearance but rather is somewhat sticky, especially the flowers. While rab-
bitbrushes are occasionally cropped by livestock they are ordinarily consid-
ered of low forage value on summer ranges. Douglas rabbitbrush may be slightly
more palatable than rubber rabbitbrush. Rubber rabbitbrush is more common at
low elevations in dry meadows and ravines. It occurs on national forests in
central and southern Oregon but in northern Oregon and Washington it is much
less common on national forest ranges. Douglas rabbitbrush is common on na-
tional forest ranges throughout the region.

CREAJBUSH ROCKSPIREA (Holodiscus discolor)

Oceanspray (Sericotheca discolor) in the Range plant Handbook, B147.

Creambush rockspirea, commonly called "oceanspray" locally, is a shrub
from 3 to 20 feet tall. Branching is alternate. The young twigs are hairy,
but older branches have grayish brown, often sheddy bark. Leaves are somewhat
egg-shaped. 1 to 4 inches long, doubly toothed along the sides and tips but
smooth near the base. Leaves are grayish or white-woolly beneath and slightly
hairy above. Flowers are white or cream-colored, about 1/8 inch long, and
occur in large, showy terminal clusters up to 12 inches long. The seeds are
covered with silky white hairs.

Creambush rockspirea is found in both Oregon and Washington occupying a
variety of sites under ponderosa pine stands, in burns and along creeks and
river bottoms. It is unpalatable to cattle and is grazed only lightly by sheep.

ROSES (2 spp.), Bl35

Roses are shrubs with prickly stems, alternate branching and pinnately com-
pound leaves. Leaflets have toothed or doubly toothed margins. The showy flow-
er occur either singly or in clusters. Each flower has 5 sepals, 5 petals, and
many stamens.
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Roses are found commcniv in essteor "... . Lii.. n baio
abundant In tinbered range" They iii .i - - ..' 0. '. bows
browse types, and are fa'n,o 'flare iue 15J

Of toe several species 01 ro3e fo : Mouritiins. pea
fruit rose (Rosa piaocarps) (cueter rne ' th 's ..........i Hahilboik) an
baldhip rose R, gicarpb) are p ohabI . ........atter being the
most important forage species. bch of thesi ccc:: ies have orsight, slender,
weak prickles which readily diet nouieh the" froa Ne roso 1Rosa nutkana),
a common species of much lower frege vaiva Noctka rose is a stout stem shrub
with strong straight or curving spines. Prufruit rose has large flowers and
the calyx remains on the fruit (called a hp but ofen referred to as a 'rose
apple"), whereas baldhip rose has small fi0550s and sleds its calyx upon astur-
ity. In general roses are fair cattle forage anu faisly good sheep forage.
They are also grazed by deer,

SASKATOON SERVICEBERRY (Amelanchier alnifolia)

Common serviceberry (Junelanchier alnifolia) in Dan s plant Handbook, 812.

Saskatoon serviceberry, locally knoen as serfliceberry". is a large shrub
growing up to 15 feet tall, Branching is alternate. The leaves are about
2 inches long (or smaller), oval or rounded with square-cut or rounoed tips
dark green above and lighter beneath, Leaf margins are usually sawoothed
above the middle and smooth near the base The showy white flowers occur
racemes. The fruit is a purple berry-like poise (apple) covered with a waxy
bloom.

Common serviceberry is found widely distr bated in eastern Oregon and
Washington growing under a great variety of conditions in coniferous woods, in
browse types, and in openings on dry slopes and along stream banks, It is a
good forage for cattle, sheep, deer and elk Due to its high palatabiity com-
mon serviceberry has been greatly reduced in abundance over much of our range.

BIG SAGEBRUSH (Artemisia tridentata), 824

Big sagebrush, common],y alled "sagebrush", is a gray-green shrub with al-
ternate branching. The leaves occur on the branches either singly or in clus-
ters, are 1/2 inch to 1-3/4 inches long, tapered towards the base, 3-looed at
the tip, and silvery-hairy on both sides, Stems are woody with gray sheddy
bark. The flowers are yellowish or brownish and occur in smell composIte heads.
Its outstanding characteristic Is the 'sage" odor of the herbage.

Big sagebrush is very common in eastern Oregon and Washington, often being
the most abundant shrub over large areas, It occurs on a variety of sites,
making its best growth on deep, well drained soils bat also occurring on shal-
low, rocky soils. It prefers dry, we 1 drained sites and is most abundant in
southeastern Oregon and in central Washington. However, it is not uncommon to
find it thriving near timberline on south and west exposures. Dig sagebrush
is of no forage value on summer ranges but is sometimes grazed by sheep on
desert winter ranges. It has been observed to be grazed by elk on sussser
ranges in the Blue Mountains,

CO4ON SNOWBERRI (Symphoricarpos albus), B15l

Common snowberry is an erect shrub which varies in height up to 5 feet.
It spreads freely from shoots. Branching and leaves are opposite. Leaf blades
are rather thin, oval or ovate, 3/4 inch to 2 inches long, and blunt on both
ends. Leaf margins are quite variable, being smooth or nearly so in older
plants to wavy or sometimes even lobed when they occur on suckers. The pinkish
white, bell-shaped flowers, which usually occur in pairs or in end clusters,
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era about 1/4 incb lena aM eette*y-hairy inside. The fruit is a white berry.

Common snowberry is foead commonly in comiferous woods ef the ponderosa
pine zone, in meadows med along streme banks. It is a common associate of
pinegrass end also occurs to a more limited extent in grassland ranges. Com-

mon snowberry is en important forage plant, being one o! our main browse spec-
ies in eastern Oregon and Washington. It is only moderately palatable to
cattle but is quite palatable to ebee. It is also utilized quite heavily by
deer and elk.

SHINYLEAF SPIREA (Sniraea lucida)

Birchleaf spirea (Siraea locida) in the ange Plant Handbook, B150.

Shinyleaf spirea is a low shrub, usually less than 3 feet tall with alter-
nate branching and a flat-topped cluster (cormb) of white flowers at ends of
stems. Each flower has S petals, 5 sepsis, and many stamens. The leaves are
1 to 3 inches long with margins toothed from about the middle to the tip but
smooth near the base.

Shinyleaf spirea is our most common species of spirea. It is commonly
associated with pinegrass in coniferous woods. Shinyleaf spirea is usually
considered to be of no forage value. However, studies made in the Wallowa
and Blue Mountains have shown it to be a fair browee for both cattle and
sheep. It is also utilized by deer on summer range.

AMERICAN tWINFLOWER (Linnaea boraalis americana)

American twinflower is a low (seldom ower 1 foot tall), trailing shrub
with opposite leaves. The pink flowers from which the plant gets its name
occur in pairs on a slender stem. Leaves are oval or round, sparsely toothed
end sbout 1/2 inch long. The trailing stems take root at the nodes.

American twinf lower is common in timbered range throughout eastern Oregon
and Washington. It seems to prefer cool, mossy places in dense woods. It is
not grazed by either cattle or sheep.

WILLOWS epp.), 8141

Willowe are trees or shrubs with bard, rough bark on old stems but thin,
smooth bark on new twigs. The leaves are alternate and simple but otherwise
quite variable. They usuPlly are short-stemmed, long, narrow, or taper-pointed
with entire or finely toothed margins. Most willows have green or dull-green
leaves with some white hairs. The bud is characteristic, being covered with a
single scale. Male end female flowers both occur in catkins but grow on dif-
ferent trees. The male catkifls are yellow and the female white and soft-cottony.

Willows are found throughout Oregon and Washington at all elevations.
They are most abundant on moist sites along streams and in meadows but often
occur in burns end on north slopes under conifer stands. Willows are good f or-
age forell classes of livestock as well as deer end elk.
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Western 26

Fetuca
Idaheemsis 25
occidentalis 26
rubta 25
viridula 25

rigort Family 13
Ffllt, California 55
Fi*esd 39
Fleabane 39
Fleeceflower, Pokeweed 39
Fragaria 48

8t1sy 40
iiøemiasimum 40

Geum aerophyl1wn 34
GiáathyssOp, Nettleleaf 40
Go1denpeS, Mountain 49
Goldenrod, Creek 40
Gooseberry 55

Wnitestein 55
Grass Family 5
Grindelia nana 42
aroasularia 55
Ground$el

Arrowleaf 41
Butterweed 41
Columbia 41
Lajabstongue 41

Gujnweed, LOw 42

32

55

Iris
mis$OW?ien$18 42

Mountain 1.2

Cornus (cont.)
nuttali 54
occidentalis 54
stolonifera 54

Corylus californica 55
Cowparsnip 37

Common 37
Crepis acuminata 42
Currant 55

Gooseberry 55
Prickly 55
Sticky 55
Wax 55
Western Black 55

Dandelion 37
Common 37
$ountain- 33

Danthonia
California 24
calif ornica 24
interniedia 24
Onespike 24
Timber 24
unispicata 24

Deathcajnas 37
Deerbrush 53
Delphinium 43
Deschampsia

caespitosa 26
d1thonioides 26
elongata 26

Dogwood 54
Bunchberry 54
Pacific 54
Redoier 54
Western 54

Elder 54
Blackbead 55
Blueberry 55
Pacific Red 55

Elymus
condensatus 31
glaucus 30

Epilobium angustifolium
Erigeron 39
Eriogonum 38
Eriophyllum

lanatum 38
Woolly 38

Erythronium grandifloruin 38

False-azalea 51
Falsehellebore

California 38
Western 38

Fawnlily, Lambstongue
Fernleaf 46
Fescue

Green 25
Idaho 25



Knotweed
Douglas 43
Family 10

Koeleria cristata 27

Larkspur 43
Leontodon taraxacum 37
Lepargyrea canadensis 53

Leptotaenia
Carrotleaf 43
multifida 43

Ligusticum 44
Lily Family 9
Linnaea borealis americana

Loco 44
Lomatium 34
Lonicera involucrata 56

Loveroot 4.4

Lupine 44
Spur 4.4

Tailcup 44
Lupinus 44

caudatus 44
laxiflorus 44

Luzuia 42
glabrata 33

Madia glomerata 48
Mahonia

Creeping 56
repens 56

Manzanita, Greenleaf 56
Maple 57

Rocky Mountain 57
Vine 57

Melica bulbosa 27
Mertensia 35

ciliata 35
longif lore 35
puichella 35

Milkvetch 44
Mimulus 45

lewisi 45
Mint Family 13
Monx della

odoratissima 44
Pacific 44

Monkeyi'lower 45
Lewis 45

Moukshood, Columbia 43
Mountainheath. Red 57
Mountainmahogany, Curlleaf
Mulesears 50

WDolly 50
Musta Family 45

Needlegrass, Subalpir.e 27
Niggerhead 45
Ninebark 58

Mallow 58
Norta altissima 45
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57

Oatgrass
caLifornia 24

Onespike 24
Timber 24

Oceanspray 58

Odostemon repens 56

Onion 46

Blue Mountain 46

Pacific 46

Tapertip 46

Oniongrass 27
Opulaster 58

Osaorhiza
60 divaricata 48

occidentalis 48

pacht,tima
o1sinites
Myrtin 57

Paeonia browni
paintbrush 46
Paintedcup 46

Pea Family 10
Pearleverlasting, Common 47

Pedicuiaris 46
Elephanthead 46

groenlandica 46
racemosa 46
Sickletop 46

penstemor 46
confertus 47
deustus 47
Littlef lower 47
procerus 47
Scabland 47
Yellow 47

Peony Browns 47

Fhleum
alpinum 29
pretense 29

phlox 47
Phyliodoce eapetriformis
Physocarpus 58

malvaceus 58

Pinegrass 28

poa
nervoea 23

pratenSis 22

secunda 22

Polygonum
bistortoides 35

57 douglasi 43
phytolaccaefOlium 39

Populus tremuloides 51

potentilla 36

flabellifolia 34

glandulosa 36

gracilis 36

Prunus 54
demissa 54

emarginata 54

virginiar.a demissa 54

57

47



Purhia tridentata 51
Pussytoes 47

QuF.masia quasnash 36

Rabbitbrush 58
Douglas 58
Rubber 58

RedLop 28
Winter 28

Rhododendron aibiflorum 51
Ribes 55

cereujn 55
inerme 55
lacustre 55
man tigenum 55
petiolare 55
viscosissimum 55

Rockspirea, Creambush 58
Rosa 58

gonn3carpa 59
nutkana 59
pisocarpa 59

Rose 58
Baldhip 59
Cluater 59
Family 11
Nootka 59
Peafruit 59

Rebus 52
parviflorus 52

RudbeCkia occidentalis 45
Rush

Baltic 32
Parrys 32
Western 32
Wire 32

Sagebrush, Big 59
Salix 60
Sambucus 54

callicarpa 55
cerulea 55
melanocarpa 55

Sedge 31
Elk 31

Senecio
columbianus 41
integerrimus 41
serra 41
triangularis 41

Sericotheca discolor 58
Serviceberry

Common 59
Swskatoon 59

Shepherdia canadensis 53
Sidalcea oregana 40
Sisymbriusn altissimuin 45
Sitaxnion hystrix 28
Snowberry, Common 59
Snowbrush 53
Solidago elongata 40

Spiraea inc ida 60
Spirea

Birchieaf 60
Shinyleaf 60

SquirreItail, Bottlebrush 28
Stipa columbiana 27
Strawberry 48
Sunflower Family 13
Sweetanise 48
Sweetroot, Spreading 48
Snaphoricarpos albus 59

Taraxacum officinale 37
Tarweed, Cluster 48
Thermopsis

montana 49
Mountain 49

Th5nhleberry 52
4estern 52

Timothy 29
..lpine 29

Trifoliuin 37
Trisetum

spicatum 29
Spike 29

Tujablemustard 45
Twinflower, American 60

Vaccinium 52
deliciosum 53
membranaceum 53
scoparium 53

Veratruin californicum 38
Vetch, American 49
Vicia americana 49

Waterhemlock, Western 49
Wheatgras S

Bearded 30
Bluebunch 30
Slender 30

Whortleberry 52
Big 53
Grouse 53

Wild-daisy 39
Wildrye

Blue 30
Giant 31

Willow 60
Woodrush 32

Smooth 33
Wooiiy'eed 42
Wyethia

annplexicaulis 50
helifnthoides 50
moilis 50
Mulegears 50
Whitehead 50
Woolly 50

Yarrow, Western 50

Zigadenus 37


